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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Kinetics and Dynamics Studies of Clathrate Hydrates

By

Jin Guo

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
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Professor Rachel W. Martin, Chair

Clathrate hydrates are a class of compounds in which small guest molecules, such as methane, ethane, tetrahydrofuran, etc. are encapsulated within a hydrogen-bonded host water cages. In the oil industry, vast deposits of methane hydrates in deep ocean and permafrost have received great interest as a potential energy source. However, methane hydrate formation can potentially block the transmission pipelines in deep sea drilling which may lead to catastrophic economic losses from the flow assurance failures. Therefore, understanding the fundamental mechanisms of gas hydrates formation, decomposition and inhibition is the key for their safe and economical use as a potential energy source and natural gas storage. The effect of low concentrations of methanol on the clathrate hydrate formation kinetics were studied in this thesis. The catalytic effects from methanol were observed on propane hydrate formation but inhibitory effects were found in fluoromethane hydrate formation. We postulate that the catalytic activity of methanol is dependent on the nature of the guest gas itself. Moreover, one of the fascinating properties of the clathrate hydrate structure is that the water molecules of host lattice completely satisfy the
hydrogen-bonding requirement, so the interactions between the guests and host cages are mainly due to van der Waals forces rather than hydrogen bondings. Within the cages, the trapped guest molecules have limited translational mobility but may retain rotational and vibrational freedom. From the standpoint of physical chemistry, the dynamics of the guest and host molecules is an excellent material to study and the motion of the guest molecules within the cages is not well understood. In this thesis, the dynamics of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and cyclopentane (CP) guests in the hydrate cages above 200 K were investigated by magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR. The barrier to guest motion of CP is much lower than THF indicating the existence of hydrogen bonding interactions between THF guest and cage water molecules above 200 K.
CHAPTER 1: Clathrate Hydrates

1.1 Introduction to Clathrate Hydrates

According to IUPAC, "clathrates" are defined as "inclusion compounds in which the guest molecule is in a cage formed by the host molecule or by a lattice of host molecules".1 When the host lattice is made up of water molecules, they are referred to as clathrate hydrates, and in the special case when the guest molecule is a gas under normal atmospheric conditions, they are commonly called gas hydrates. Gas hydrate was first discovered by Sir Humphry Davy in 1810, when he discovered that a mixture of chlorine and water solidified well above the ice melting point.2 Since his discovery, various clathrate hydrates have been studied. Early studies on clathrate hydrates focused on identifying the guest molecules that form hydrate and the conditions under which they occur. The first phase diagram of gas hydrate was presented by Roozeboom in 1884.3 Clathrate hydrates (CHs) can be formed when hydrophobic guest molecules and host (water) molecules come into contact at low temperature and high pressure. Due to their strong hydrogen bonding interactions with water lattice, the hydrophilic molecules often hardly form simple and stable CHs on their own.4 However, a hydrophilic molecule may be captured in a double hydrate system if it is put into the water lattice with the help of hydrophobic guest molecules.5,6 Since both water-miscible and water-immiscible guests can form hydrates, the stability of CH structure is determined by the balance between hydrophilic and hydrophobic guest-host interactions.7

In clathrates, the whole water molecule network is linked by hydrogen bonding to form the "building blocks" of cavities to encage guest molecules (Figure 1). The common CHs are categorized into three major types of crystal structure, cubic structure (CS) I, cubic structure (CS) II, and hexagonal (H) structure. The clathrate hydrate structure is often recognized by the
connection of the cavities. In the CS-I structure, the $5^{12}$ building blocks are linked together through their vertices. It has two small dodecahedral ($5^{12}$) cages and six large tetrakaidecahedral ($5^{12}6^2$) cages with a total of 46 water molecules in a unit cell. The small guest molecules with diameter between 0.4 and 0.55 nm can fit in small ($5^{12}$) cages, such as methane and hydrogen sulfide. The CS-II structure is formed when the building blocks are joined to others through face sharing, and it has sixteen dodecahedral ($5^{12}$) cages and eight large hexakaidecahedral ($5^{12}6^4$) cages with a total of 136 water molecules in a unit cell. This structure generally contains larger guest molecules with diameters ranging from 0.6-0.7 nm, such as propane and tetrahydrofuran that only fit into the large $5^{12}6^4$ cages. Guest molecules with diameter less than 0.4 nm such as oxygen, nitrogen, and the noble gases, tend to favor the structure H hydrates due to the large fraction of small $5^{12}$ cages. However the larger guest molecules with diameters between 0.8 and 0.9 nm, such as adamantane and 2, 2-dimethylpentane, can still fit into structure H when they are accompanied by small guest molecules to form double hydrate system.
Figure 1. The properties of three common clathrate hydrate structures. Reproduced with permission from reference 8.
1.2 Historical Perspective of Gas Hydrates in the Oil Industry

The ability to trap natural gases makes CH a good potential energy source. Colossal deposit of natural gas clathrate hydrates are fond in the deep ocean and permafrost. Following the discovery of the first natural gas hydrate deposit in Russia in 1960s, kinetic study of gas hydrate formation has attracted great attention. Understanding the kinetic and thermodynamic properties of CHs is the key for their economical use as a potential energy source, gas storage systems, and the transportation of fuels through pipelines. Methane is one of the most common clean energy sources, and most of its hydrate form occurs naturally in permafrost regions and deep ocean continental margins.\(^8\) The inventory of methane hydrate is estimated to be twice the amount of all other fossil fuels combined.\(^8\) For example, **Figure 2 (a)** shows the currently known inventory of methane hydrate in permafrost regions and through deep sea deposits near the coasts all over the world. Although the equilibrium thermodynamic and structural properties of gas hydrates have been well characterized over the years, the fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of gas hydrate formation, decomposition and inhibition is still quite unclear. It becomes even more critical for the development and improvement of technologies for the potential extraction of substantial quantities of methane from these deposits offers an attractive solution to addressing the energy needs for the future.
Figure 2 (a). Global distribution of confirmed or inferred gas hydrate sites, 1997 (courtesy of James Booth, U.S. Geological Survey). Gas hydrate is probably present in essentially all continental margins.\textsuperscript{18} Reproduced with permission from Reference 18.

Figure 2 (b). Distribution of organic carbon in Earth's crust in gigatons.\textsuperscript{18} Reproduced with permission from Reference 18.
However, the spontaneous formation of gas hydrates can potentially block pipelines which may lead to costly flow assurance failures in the oil industry.\textsuperscript{9} The earliest study dealing with the risk can be traced back to mid-1930s, when it was found that natural gas hydrates were blocking gas transmission lines frequently at temperatures above the ice point.\textsuperscript{19} This discovery essentially initiated intense research programs by the oil and gas industry over the next century for the purpose of preventing and regulating the formation of gas hydrates in transmission pipelines. In oil industry, gas hydrates are known to be the primary flow assurance issue in deepwater drilling.\textsuperscript{20} Undesired water in oil and gas wells combines with hydrocarbons that are in the hydrate guest size range, to form hydrates especially under low temperature and high-pressure conditions. Eventually hydrates plug the transmission lines which leads to costly and possibly dangerous production stoppage. Sometimes it takes months to remove the hydrate plug. Gas pipeline blockage from gas hydrates is still an important industrial problem that leads to safety hazards for personnel and production equipment, and substantial economic risks. In order to prevent the costly blockages, finding a way to maintain the delivery system outside the hydrate stability range is an urgent need. Therefore, understanding of the hydrate formation mechanisms is the indispensable step to help the industries find the solution to prevent hydrate formation.

1.3 Hydrate Formation Inhibitors

In the current petroleum and gas industries, the technology employed to prevent of gas hydrate formation in pipelines consists of the introduction of inhibitors. Two major types of inhibitors are widely applied for CH suppression, a large concentration of thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors (THIs), such as alcohols and glycols, and a low dosage of kinetic hydrate inhibitors (KHIs), such as PVP and PVCap.\textsuperscript{10} The kinetic hydrate inhibitors (KHIs) are used at low concentration from 0.1 to 1.0 wt%. The KHIs act primarily as gas hydrate anti-nucleators
and they delay the hydrate formation to longer times than the residence time of the gas within the hydrate-prone section of pipeline.\textsuperscript{21} These low dosage inhibitors can offer significant economic and environmental advantages compared to the traditional thermodynamic inhibitors. However, some studies have shown that KHIs may accelerate the hydrate growth, commonly referred to “catastrophic growth”.\textsuperscript{22,23} This phenomenon is facilitated by the capillary movement of water molecules across the formed hydrate layer to the water/gas interface which essentially enhances further growth after the initiation.\textsuperscript{24} For thermodynamic hydrate inhibitors (THIs), the inhibition effect is due to the shift of the phase boundary of hydrate formation to lower temperature and/or higher pressures by adding a sufficient amount of chemicals.\textsuperscript{25} Among all inhibitors, methanol has been extensively used because it is assumed that methanol does not participate in the formation of CHs.\textsuperscript{19} However, the methanol inhibits CH formation only when the concentration is large, up to 40% by volume.\textsuperscript{26} Therefore, when the drilling and production occur in the deep ocean under severe temperature and pressure conditions, the amount of inhibitor required is huge. For example, in a small gas reservoir, there is approximately $3.155 \times 10^4$ kilogram of water content in the gas flow per day. For each kg of water, it requires 0.65kg of methanol to prevent the hydrate formation, which means the usage of $2.4 \times 10^4$ L methanol per day. With the methanol cost of $0.56/L$, a yearly cost to prevent hydrate formation is around $5$ million for a small field, which is definitely not a trivial amount.\textsuperscript{25}

1.4 Catalytic Effects from Methanol

Although methanol has been widely employed as an inhibitor, recent studies have shown some interesting results in which methanol can participate in the formation of CHs. For example, the strong guest-host interactions from hydrogen bonding interfere with the hydrophobic necessity of CH formation.\textsuperscript{7} Also, unlike larger alcohols, the hydrophobic region of methanol is
relatively too small to stabilize the formation of CHs. Therefore, methanol should not form CHs on its own. However, some researchers have shown that methanol can form CHs with water, or form double hydrates with other small hydrophobic molecules, or form hydrates with a modified lattice framework. An FT-IR study showed that a simple methanol clathrate is not thermodynamically stable but it can be included in the small cages of the CS-I and CS-II double hydrates of ethylene oxide and THF, respectively. Blake et al. experimentally observed the formation of CS-II methanol CHs from annealing of amorphous mixtures of water and methanol at high concentrations. During the formation, the presence of crystalline CHs and the segregation of methanol to form amorphous boundaries were captured by electron diffraction. Shin and Ripmeester used X-ray diffraction and NMR to show how a methanol molecule is incorporated into the small cages of CS-II THF CH. In the host lattice, an oxygen atom from water is replaced by methanol and leaves the methyl group sitting toward the center of the cage. They also found that the amount of methanol incorporated into the host lattice depends on the preparation methods. A large quantity of methanol (49%) was included during the rapid freezing formation process in which the THF/H₂O/CH₃OH solution was quenched by liquid nitrogen. And only 4.4% of methanol was incorporated in the slow grown single crystal. In the ammonium fluoride modified lattice, methanol was reported to be a sole guest with 100% cage occupancies for CS-I large cages and 73% for CS-I small cages. Since the ammonium and fluoride ions replace two adjacent waters in the host lattice, the strong interactions between methanol and the ammonium and/or fluoride ions were speculated to account for the stability of the methanol CH.

The role of methanol as a catalyst in CH formation has been intensely discussed as well. Recently, Ripmeester's group has presented the catalytic effect of low methanol
concentrations on the formation of CS-I methane CHs from frozen water-methanol mixtures.\textsuperscript{34} Based on the assumption that methanol solution coated on the ice surface during formation, their molecular simulations showed that Bjerrum defects were created in the host lattice frame due to the strong interactions between methanol and water molecules on the ice surface, which eventually facilitated the catalytic effect. This result is also supported by another \textit{in situ} study from Devlin.\textsuperscript{35} They adopted an all-vapor aerosol approach in low temperature and pressure range. Under these conditions, 100\% conversion of methanol-carbon dioxide and methanol-acetylene double hydrates was achieved by the addition of methanol vapor in less than one second. Since the time scale of CH formation was extremely quick in this study, the increased formation rate was assumed to be mostly controlled by the induction and stabilization of defects that enhance molecular transport through empty cages. These contradicting studies suggest that the behavior of methanol in CH formation is quite interesting and not well understood. It has left many open questions and attracted researchers to explore the microscopic mechanisms through which methanol influences CH formation or inhibition.

In the following chapters, kinetics of propane hydrate and fluoromethane hydrate formation with methanol doped ice will be investigated and discussed in greater details. In addition, dynamics of guest-cage interactions in clathrate hydrates will be presented in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER 2: Kinetics of Propane Hydrate Formation with Methanol Doped Ice

The motivation for this project is to investigate the catalytic effect of ultra low concentration methanol on CH formation from frozen methanol-water mixtures. Propane gas was chosen as the guest because of its propensity to form CH under moderate conditions and because its formation kinetics have been substantially investigated by the current techniques in various hydrate forms.\textsuperscript{40–42} Rivera \textit{et al.} found that in the early stages of propane CH formation, the formation rates have a negative correlation with temperature, yielding a negative activation energy.\textsuperscript{41} As with propane hydrate formation, difluoromethane hydrate formation also has a strong negative temperature dependence characteristics of a negative activation energy and the formation rate and the yield is dependent on the gas flow rate.\textsuperscript{42} Propane has also been employed as a co-guest to study the role of methanol as a guest in CS-II CH.\textsuperscript{36} An NMR study showed the methyl portion of methanol resided in the small cage while the hydroxyl portion was incorporated in the water lattice, distorting the adjacent large cages containing propane. Besides its interesting molecular dynamic properties, propane is one of the major constituents of the natural gas clathrates and common structures found in oil and gas pipelines. Thus, the kinetic study of ice-to-hydrate formation of propane is significant in terms of understanding the reaction mechanism when methanol participates in the formation as a catalyst or inhibitor. For practical purposes, this might be useful to prevent the formation of clathrate blockages in low temperature environment in oil industry.

2.1 Shrinking Core Model

With these interesting studies from the literature, the role of methanol in CHs formation has attracted many researchers and also opened up many fascinating questions. The limited
knowledge of hydrate formation and decomposition can create many issues including irreproducibility and slow production methods.\textsuperscript{43} The main challenges in the field are the formation kinetics and the complexity of the dynamics between gas molecules and liquid water during the formation process. Several kinetic models have been developed to describe a simpler case of CH formation in which ice particles are exposed to gas molecules at appropriate pressure and temperature.\textsuperscript{4,44} The "shrinking core model" has been extensively studied and used to describe the formation kinetics of clathrate hydrates. This model was first proposed as two stages by Jander in 1927 for the formation of methane and carbon dioxide CHs.\textsuperscript{45} Then it was further developed and expanded by adding a third stage that accounted for the existence of pores on the gas hydrate shell by Staykova et al. in 2003.\textsuperscript{46} The model consists of three stages: The first stage (Stage I) is the initiation of gas hydrate shell formation surrounding the surface of the ice particle. The second stage (Stage II) is the mass transfer process, in which ice and/or gas enter through the hydrate shell pores to grow more CHs. The third stage (Stage III) describes how ice and/or water diffuse through the hydrate layer when the ice surface is entirely covered. It is important to note that the definition of the three reaction stages is purely empirical, rather than microscopic.

\textbf{2.2 Results and Discussion}

In this study, the growth kinetics of propane CH with methanol is described on the basis of the three-stage shrinking core model in which the water-methanol mixture particles are exposed to the propane gas. In this experiment, propane gas passes through a needle valve into the ice particles at 253K in the reaction cell. Initially the cell pressure rises as gas fills up the reaction vessel. Then a pressure drop in the reaction cell is observed even though the gas is continuously added to the cell. This is because at this stage the enclathration of the gas molecules is initiated,
and the gas is consumed by the ice faster than the needle valve introduces new gas into the system. **Figure 3 (a)** shows a pressure versus time profile and the top dark blue curve is a reference run for which the reaction cell contains 10mL of fine sand rather than ice. Since no CH is formed, the pressure of the reference run rises monotonically until it reaches the regulator pressure of 0.17 MPa as expected. The propane gas flow rate can be determined from the slope of the curve. The second red curve is the experimental run with pure ice. A monotonic increase in pressure stops at a threshold 0.15 MPa where the reaction takes place and a small pressure decrease is observed afterwards due to the full usage of maximum available nucleation sites in which the gas uptake rate of the ice particles is greater than the flow rate of the gas into the reaction cell. This fast CH formation period is referred to Stage I, in analogy to the shrinking core model. The other four curves in **Figure 3 (a)** are the data obtained from the experimental runs of various methanol concentrations ranging from 0.016 to 1 wt% in frozen water-methanol mixtures. At the lowest concentration 0.016% sample, which is less than one part per ten thousand mole ratio, the initiation pressure drops from 0.15 MPa to 0.13 MPa compared to the pure ice sample. For the highest methanol concentration at 1%, the initiation pressure drops to 0.089 MPa. The initiation pressures of other two intermediate methanol concentrations are slightly higher than the 1% sample. Numerical data for the initiation pressure and other kinetic data are reported in Table 1. From the results we obtained, the variation in the number of nucleation sites for the 1%, 0.25%, and 0.063% concentrations is not significant. However, for the lowest concentration sample 0.016%, the reaction occurs at a noticeably higher pressure approaching that of the pure ice sample. But it is clear that the reactions with methanol doping occur at much lower pressures than pure ice, contrary to the inhibition effect of methanol as a thermodynamic inhibitor for CH suppression.
Thereafter, the reaction rate reaches an equilibrium with the gas flow rate after the initial pressure drop of Stage I and the pressure remains constant for about an hour. In this reaction regime, most surface ice particles have been converted into CH, but there are some particles that still rapidly react with the gas. This reaction stage is referred to Stage II. For the 1% methanol sample, the Stage II pressure is 0.08 MPa, only slightly higher than the propane hydrate vapor pressure. At the lowest concentration (0.016%), the minimum of the Stage II pressure drops from 0.13 MPa to 0.11 MPa, compared to the pure ice sample. Similarly, the Stage II pressures of the two intermediate methanol concentrations are only slightly higher than that of the 1% sample.

From Figure 3 (a), it is hard to distinguish the differences in duration of Stage II, especially for the 0.063%, 0.25%, and 1% samples. It indicates that the hydrate coverage on the surface is very similar for these concentrations so the Stage II duration is almost independent of methanol concentration. It is also important to note that the duration of Stage II in this study is considerably shorter compared to the previous kinetic study of propane CH. For example, in this study Stage II of the reaction for the pure ice sample lasts for about 1.5 hours while the Stage II of the reaction for previous propane study is more than 8 hours at similar temperature and particle size. The gas flow in this study is set at much higher rate than the previous propane study and the effect of gas flow rate on the growth kinetics has been discussed in a paper describing the kinetics of difluoromethane CH by our group. In the study, the experiment demonstrates that a faster initial reaction rate is caused by a fast flow rate, but the reaction stalls sooner than a slower flow rate experiment. The hypothesis is that the faster flow rates may form a more uniform clathrate shell which obstructs the further contact and reactions of gas molecules and fresh ice. The use of the high flow rate could be the reason for the significantly short duration of Stage II in this current experiment compared to the previous study by Rivera et al.
As more ice particles are covered by hydrate shell, the gas molecules and ice particles hardly have a chance to approach each other to facilitate the reactions. A slow diffusion of the propane and/or water molecules through the hydrate shell pores dominates this reaction regime, which is referred to as the Stage III regime. A cell pressure increase is observed from all four curves in Figure 3 (a) due to the decrease in the reaction rate. In our experiments, we seldom waited for the completion of Stage III because the diffusion process is extremely slow. Therefore, the labeling of Stages I, II, and III is in analogy with the shrinking core model as they were defined empirically rather than microscopically.
Figure 3:
(a) Pressure versus time profile of a reference run, a pure ice sample, and 4 experimental runs of methanol doped ice concentrations at 253K. (b) Uptake rate versus time. (c) Percent yield profile. Reprinted with permission from Reference 48. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society
Because the uptake rate of gas into ice is dependent on the pressure difference across the needle valve, it can be determined by measuring the gas flow rate and the change of pressure in the reaction cell when clathrate forms. By using Peng-Robinson equation, the pressure is first converted into the number of moles:

\[ PV = ZnRT \]  

where \( V \) is the volume of the reaction cell occupied by propane, \( Z \) is the compressibility factor as a function of pressure and temperature, \( P \) is the pressure of the gas inside the reaction cell which can be converted into the number of moles \( n \). \( R \) is the ideal gas constant, and \( T \) is the average temperature. Then the uptake rate of the reaction can be derived by using the following formula:

\[ \frac{dn_m}{dt} = \frac{dn_{cell}}{dt} - \frac{dn_{clathrate}}{dt} \]  

where \( \frac{dn_m}{dt} \) is the rate of change of the moles of propane calculated from the measured pressure change for an experimental run, \( \frac{dn_{cell}}{dt} \) is the flow rate of the propane gas into the cell calculated from a reference run, and \( \frac{dn_{clathrate}}{dt} \) is the uptake rate of propane into clathrate.

Figure 3 (b) shows the results converted to uptake rate of propane versus time at various methanol concentrations. The maximum uptake rate of 1% sample is about 50% higher than that of the pure ice, even though the peak uptake rate of 1% occurs at a considerably lower cell pressure than that of the pure ice sample in Figure 3 (a), 0.089 MPa versus 0.15 MPa respectively. For the lower concentration methanol samples including 0.063%, 0.016%, and pure ice, the negative slope regions of the uptake rate curves are slightly different from the higher concentration. The uptake rate of lower concentration samples rapidly decrease after they reach the maxima. However, for the 1% and 0.25% samples, there is a shoulder region that appears at
~3x10^3 s right after the sharp decrease in uptake rate that indicates a slower reaction rate followed.

If we attribute the positive slope region of the uptake rate curves to the encounter between gas and ice particles and the negative slope region to Stage II of formation, our data imply that the higher concentration samples would have higher fractions of propane populated near the ice surface than the lower methanol concentration and pure ice samples at the same reaction time. The driving force for the reaction initiation is very high which leads to a fast formation of the hydrate and a high maximum uptake rate during Stage I. Unlike the lower methanol concentration samples, the 1% and 0.25% samples both have shoulder regions in the uptake rate curves that clearly indicate that the reaction is slowed down. In this region, even though the hydrate shell has covered most of the ice surface, the gas absorption is still carried on by the contact between gas and ice particles which essentially facilitates a slight uptake rate decrease. In Stage III, all reactions dramatically slow down as this stage may be independent of the methanol concentration. This suggests that the enhancement of the initial propane absorption onto the ice surface is solely due to the catalytic effect of the methanol.

By integrating the uptake rate curve over time or \( \frac{dn_{\text{clathrate}}}{dt} \), the total amount of propane consumed for CH formation can be determined. The yield of the propane CH can be obtained by assuming only the large \( 5^{12}6^4 \) cages of CS-II structure are occupied, with a water to propane ratio (hydration number) of 17. In Figure 3 (c), the higher methanol concentration samples tend to have higher percent yield. In the case of our experiment, we primarily focused on the Stage I and II reaction regimes, and the percent yield is 66% for the 1% methanol sample versus 35% for the pure ice sample at the end of Stage II. Again, the intermediate methanol concentration samples demonstrate intermediate results for maximum uptake and percent yield.
So far, the effects of methanol doping are quite surprising. Therefore, the reproducibility of this study required verification. **Figure 4** shows the three runs of concentration of 0.063% sample. Given the simplicity of our technique, especially with respect to particle production and size sorting, the reproducibility of the results is quite satisfying. The three data sets are similar, as the initial pressure rise in Stage I ranges from 0.095 to 0.098 MPa, the maximum uptake rates are from 8.2 to 8.7 µmol/s, and the percent yield ranges from 61% to 69%. It is clear to see that the duration of Stage II has a great effect on the final percent yield variation. From Table 1, the growth kinetics of the 0.063% and 0.025% samples are indistinguishable. Repeated experiments were also conducted on the 0.25% concentration samples. As expected, the results are reproducible.
Table 1. Numerical Data of the Growth Kinetics of Propane Clathrate Hydrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methanol Concentration (wt %)</th>
<th>Mass of Ice (g)</th>
<th>Initiation Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Maximum Uptake Rate (μmol/s)</th>
<th>% Conversion&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Duration of State I and II (s/10³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (pure ice)</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>8.5(0.3)</td>
<td>0.096(0.002)</td>
<td>8.6(0.2)</td>
<td>63(4)</td>
<td>4.3(0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>11(1.6)</td>
<td>0.092(0.001)</td>
<td>9.5(0.3)</td>
<td>55(8)</td>
<td>4.0(1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08 (g)&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>The numbers in the table are for the representative data. When more than one run was performed, the number in parentheses is the deviation between the reported value and the extreme values for the least significant figure.

<sup>b</sup>Percent yield reported here corresponding to the time listed in the final column.

<sup>c</sup>Methanol was added separately (see text for more information).<sup>48</sup>

Figure 4: Three experimental runs of 0.063 wt% methanol doping, confirming the reproducibility of the reaction.
(a) Pressure versus time profile. (b) Uptake rate versus time. (c) Corresponding percent yield versus time.^{48}
Reprinted with permission from Reference 48. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society
The most profound effect discovered in this study is that a small amount of methanol doping can greatly enhance the reaction rate of propane CH formation, especially during the initiation phase, Stage I. In fact, the nucleation of CH formation on the ice surface is dramatically increased by the presence of methanol down to the sub part-per-ten-thousand mole ratio. For the 1.0% methanol sample, the reaction rate continues to be enhanced until over half the ice particle is consumed after the initiation occurs. During Stage II, the cell pressure of the 1% sample is only slightly above the equilibrium vapor pressure of propane CH.\textsuperscript{47} In other words, there is no need to have overpressure to drive the CH formation rate to be equal to the gas flow rate into the reaction cell under these conditions. As the formation reaction proceeds, enough methanol remains in the interfacial region between the ice surface and hydrate shell to continue accelerating the reaction rate. In the previous studies, the slow reaction occurring in Stage II is often due to the significantly large coverage of CH on ice surface. As a result, further CH formation is limited by the diffusion rates of water and gas molecules through the CH shell.

In order to test this conclusion, an additional experiment was performed in which pure ice particles were added to the reaction cell filled with liquid nitrogen and followed by adding 0.08g of methanol. Even though the methanol and ice particles were added separately, the overall methanol/water ratio is still similar to that of the 1% methanol doped sample but the difference is that the methanol is initially on the surface of the ice particles at this time. Because the methanol will melt upon heating to 253 K, we assume that the methanol proceeds to physisorb on the ice surface before gas is added to the reaction cell. In this case, there should be a significantly higher surface coverage by the methanol molecules than in the experiments with regular 1.0% methanol doped sample. As expected, the initiation stage of CH formation in this experiment is as fast as we observed in the regular 1.0% methanol doped sample. However, the formation reaction
transitions to Stage III with only about 55% percent yield which is lower than that of the 1.0% sample. This result indicates that there might be more uniform CH shell created on the ice surface from the initial faster reaction which essentially leads to a lower percent yield to the onset of Stage III. Surprisingly, the percent yield of Stage II is still greatly enhanced over that for pure ice samples even when the methanol is added separately. As a result, this experiment suggests that a long-term enhancement of CH formation can still be facilitated by a significant fraction of the methanol added on the ice surface.

In the previous kinetic study of propane CH by Rivera et al., the method of calculating the effective activation energy for Stage II was discussed. Due to the complexity of determining the effective surface area, an instantaneous rate constant $k_{a,T}$ was defined to perform an Arrhenius analysis, where $a$ is the percent conversion up to that point, assuming that for a given percent conversation, the effective surface area is independent of temperature. Thus, the rate of uptake can be expressed as $R = k_{a,T}P_c$, where $P_c$ is the propane pressure. By plotting $\ln (k_{a,T})$ versus $1/T$, an activation energy can be extracted from the slope. In their study, a negative activation energy of $\sim 3.8 \pm 0.1$ kJ/mol ($\text{H}_2\text{O}$) was reported for the Stage II reaction which suggests that the rate-limiting step occurs early in the reaction and involves either the sticking of propane onto the surface or the meta-stability of the empty cages in the CS-II propane CH. However, the recent study on difluoromethane CH invalidated the empty-cage hypothesis and they postulated that the strength of adsorption of gas molecules to the ice surface is an alternative origin of the negative activation energy. If there is more concentrated propane at the methanol-water interface compared to the ice surface, the catalytic role of methanol may involve some surface modification processes that facilitates the entry of gas into the ice core shell. In our study, the average activation energy of the initial stage of propane CH formation is $-65 \pm 1.7$ kJ/
mol(C₃H₈) by using the hydration number of 17. If the surface adsorption is the rate-limiting step for the acceleration of reaction, the formation of propane CH from the methanol-water mixture should result in a more negative activation energy. However, not enough evidence from this exists in literature.

At this point, the most important and interesting question from our study so far would be the role of methanol in the accelerated formation reaction of propane CH. With an average molecular diameter of 0.44nm, methanol is supposed to fit well into the large 5₁₂₆² cages of a CS-I structure. A recent study confirmed that the CS-I structure can have a full occupancy of methanol in the large 5₁₂₆² cages and partial occupancy in the small 5₁₂ cages.³⁸ In the case of CS-II propane CH, if all the small cages are filled with methanol, the water to methanol ratio would be 8.5 with 136 water molecules over 16 cages. Thus, for the highest methanol concentration (1 wt% sample), only 0.1g of methanol occupies the small cages which is relatively insignificant. This also implies that the excess of methanol should not cause phase separation during the initial formation. One may say there is a possibility that methanol acts as a co-guest to participate in the formation of propane CH. However, our study does not focus on methanol-propane double hydrate system and the data analysis is not sensitive enough to allow us to trace down the amount of methanol used in this study. Therefore, we did not take into account the fact that methanol might be incorporated in the empty small cages. More importantly, there is no evidence from the literature to show that the methanol is capable of replacing propane molecules to occupy the large cages only.

To the best of our knowledge, the most similar study of methanol in CH system is by Ripmeester and co-workers on methane doped with ammonia.³⁴ The methane CH was formed by exposing the gas to the ice particles doped by methanol and ammonia concentration from 0.6 to
10 wt% at an initial pressure of 12.4MPa. However, their experimental method is quite different. The CH formation rate was measured by monitoring the pressure drop in the reaction cell without the continuous gas flow and the size of the ice particles was not reported. Moreover, the reaction was initiated at a large methane overpressure, so any effect on the Stage I nucleation rate was hardly observed. For their study, the initial pressure drop was two orders of magnitude faster for 1.2% methanol doping than pure ice but less for 1.4% ammonia doping. Higher and lower doping resulted in less CH formation enhancement. The authors further concluded that the inhibition effect on CH formation by methanol in oil pipelines must occur before any ice is deposited onto the surface of the pipes.

So far, the current study on propane and the study of methane CH formation discussed above have revealed fascinating phenomenon of CH formation in the presence of small amounts of methanol. However, there are still some open questions needed to be answered regarding its microscopic mechanism. For example: Why does the effective initiation pressure for the reaction drop so dramatically? How does the reaction rate stay so fast as many thousands of monolayers of ice react? Moreover, from the recent study of CF$_2$H$_2$ clathrate hydrate formation, due to more uniform coverage of the ice particle surface by CH, higher gas flow rates lead to the faster onset of Stage III kinetics.$^{42}$ Conversely, our study shows about 2/3 of the ice is consumed before the onset of Stage III after just over an hour with 1.0% methanol doping. Therefore, many subsequent experiments and simulations will be required to explain the hypotheses made in this study. It would also be interesting to design an experiment capable of measuring the effect of methanol doping on the diffusion limited Stage III regime.
2.3 Conclusion

The experiments clearly show that the methanol doped ice particles have profound enhancement on the propane CH formation rate even with 0.016% methanol concentration. The overpressure required to initiate the reaction drops noticeably; the maximum uptake rate is enhanced; and the reaction rate stays elevated to a higher percent yield before entering the diffusion limited Stage III. The results are compared to a previous study showing that methanol and ammonia dramatically enhance the CH formation rate for methane and also suggest that if CHs are to be used for gas storage, a small fraction of methanol will greatly enhance formation of the hydrate. On the flip side, ice will be quickly converted to CHs in the presence of trace amounts of methanol, and this should be taken into account if methanol is to be used as a thermodynamic inhibitor in gas pipelines. On the other hand, these results, if anything, increase the mystery of how methanol serves as a CH formation inhibitor or catalyst inside of petroleum pipelines.
2.4 Experimental Methods

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** A schematic of the experimental apparatus. Adapted with permission from Reference 42. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.

The experiments were conducted in a similar way to the previous kinetic studies of propane and difluoromethane CH formation.\(^{41,42}\) A series of methanol solutions were prepared by diluting the 1% concentration by a factor of four into 0.016% with nano-pure water. Liquid water containing various amount of methanol was dripped into liquid nitrogen to form frozen methanol-water droplets of roughly 3mm diameter. Then these droplets were ground into fine powder by a coffee grinder in a 253K freezer and size-selected by a sieve with pore diameter of 75 μm under liquid nitrogen temperature. In each experiment, approximately 10g of size-sorted methanol-water powder was loaded into a 310 mL detachable reaction cell precooled with liquid nitrogen, which was later connected to the gas manifold. The temperature of the reaction cell was regulated by submerging it into an ethylene glycol and water mixture bath cooled by a Thermo Neslab RTE 7 programmable refrigeration unit. Then the gas was admitted through a needle valve into the reaction cell to control the flow rate. A fixed pressure was set by a gas regulator to
ensure that the gas pressure was sufficiently high enough for the formation of the hydrate but not exceeding the vapor pressure to be liquefied. The manifold pressure was monitored by an Omega model number PX302-200GV transducer with an accuracy of ±0.25% and the cell temperature was measured by using three Type-T thermocouples (accuracy ± 0.1°C). Temperature and pressure readings were recorded every 100 seconds by a computer-controlled Omega model number OMB DAQ 56 data acquisition module.

Because the gas flow rate was determined by the pressure difference across the needle valve, a calibration was performed by preparing 10mL of fine sand instead of ice as reference runs in the sample cell. Due to the negligible volume differences between the reference runs and the actual experimental runs, this method also simplified the data analysis process with no volume correction needed. The actual amount of size-selected ice powder in the cell was calculated by weighing the leftover liquid water after decomposing the hydrate at the end of the experiment.
CHAPTER 3: Kinetics of Fluoromethane Hydrate Formation with Methanol Doped Ice

3.1 Introduction

Methane hydrate is the predominant naturally occurring hydrate found in offshore continental margins and under the permafrost. It is also a safety hazard for oil industries because of the formation of clathrate plugs in pipelines. Prevention of methane hydrate formation is a costly part of flow assurance and low-concentrations of kinetic or thermodynamic inhibitors such as methanol and ethylene glycol are used to reduce this risk. Even though methanol has been used as a hydrate inhibitor for nearly 70 years, recent studies indicated that low methanol concentration can accelerate methane hydrate formation.\(^\text{34,35}\) In the previous chapter, we found that propane CH formation can be greatly accelerated by methanol doped ice particles down to one part per ten thousand water.\(^\text{48}\) Moreover, 60% conversion is achieved within only one hour.\(^\text{48}\) These unexpected results motivated us to study a series of examples with varying molecular properties to try to isolate other characteristics that may facilitate the faster formation of hydrates.

3.2 Results and Discussion

In this chapter, we study the effect of ice particles doped with low concentration methanol when they are exposed to fluoromethane gas at 248K. Like other fluorocarbon molecules, fluoromethane has some fascinating molecular properties. Researchers have found that fluoromethane hydrate can prevent itself from further decomposing above the thermodynamic melting points, which is also referred to as the "self-preservation" phenomena.\(^\text{49,50}\) This “self-preservation” is a kinetic anomaly, where a layer of ice formed on the hydrate surface effectively acts as a barrier to the further escape of guest gas from the hydrate. Even though fluoromethane
clathrate hydrates can be formed under similar pressure and temperature conditions as propane hydrate, the structures are quite different. For propane CHs, it only fits in the larger cages of the CS-II structure, leaving a majority of empty small cages. However, fluoromethane forms CS-I hydrates and the guest fits inside both the large $5^{12}6^2$ cages and the small $5^{12}$ cages. The composition of fluoromethane CHs has been studied in detail by both spectroscopic and thermodynamic measurements. Uchida et al. showed that the cage occupancies between small and large cages of fluorocarbon hydrates are dependent on the solvent accessible surface area (ASA) by Raman spectroscopy. The guest molecules will fully occupy both large $5^{12}6^2$ cages and small $5^{12}$ cages when the molecular size is smaller than the critical size:1.5 nm$^2$ ASA. If the molecule ASA is greater than 1.9 nm$^2$ ASA, it only fits in the large $5^{12}6^2$ cages. Fluoromethane has an intermediate size between 1.5 and 1.9 nm$^2$ ASA, which means it can be included in both large and small cages of CS-I structure while leaving some empty small cages. From NMR spectroscopy, the cage occupancy ratio of the $5^{12}$ cage to that of the $5^{12}6^2$ cage was measured to be $0.61(\pm 0.15)$. This also confirmed the results from Raman spectroscopy indicating the presence of some empty small $5^{12}$ cages in the structure. However, these results are based on the assumption that all large ($5^{12}6^2$) cages of fluoromethane clathrate hydrate are fully occupied. In order to determine the cage occupancy at equilibrium, the "de Forcrand" method was applied by Anderson to obtain the hydration number of $6.5\pm0.1$ at the lower quadruple point (Q1, where $T = 272.5$K and $P = 0.2442$ MPa). With the hydration number, the fraction of small cages to large cages was calculated as $0.54 \pm 0.05$ indicating the presence of empty cages in the CH structure, which is also consistent with the results from Raman and NMR studies. The kinetics of fluorocarbon hydrates formation have been previously studied by our lab. We recently reported the effect of gas flow rate and temperature for the formation of difluoromethane hydrate.
flow rate into the reaction cell has profound effects on the formation rate and yield. As one of fluorinated methane hydrates group, it is crucial to further explore the mechanisms of the formation of decomposition of fluoromethane, which may provide some insights on the practical applications of controlling the methane hydrate formation in industry.

Like the prior propane experiments, the results are reported here based on the three-stage shrinking core model as well. In short, fluoromethane gas is leaked through a needle valve into the sample cell where it is exposed to the ice particles at 248K. The pressure inside the sample cell increases monotonically and then decreases even though gas is continuously flowing into the cell which indicates the initiation of the formation. After the reaction enters Stage III kinetics, the pressure slowly rises again. Eventually the cell pressure levels off when it reaches the gas regulator pressure. The clathrate hydrate formation pressure profile as a function of time is shown in Figure 6 (a). Six data sets of reference, ice, and 1 to 0.016 wt% of methanol concentrations are presented respectively. The top yellow curve is the reference run in which 10mL fine sand was used instead of ice. As expected, there is no reaction occurring in the beginning of each trial as the pressure rises monotonically. The red curve is the sample with pure ice. The pressure in the sample cell reaches a threshold \( \sim 0.130 \text{ MPa} \) where the monotonic increase stops because the gas uptake rate by the particles is greater than the flow rate at this stage. This reaction regime is referred to as Stage I in accordance to the shrinking core model. The pressure profiles of methanol concentrations from 0.016 to 1 wt% in frozen water-methanol mixture are shown in the other four curves. In the lowest methanol concentration (0.016%) sample, the threshold of the initiation pressure drops from 0.130 MPa to 0.110 MPa compared to the pure ice sample. For the highest concentration (1%) sample, the initiation pressure is lowered to 0.090 MPa. Among all methanol-doped samples, the lowest concentration has the highest
initiation pressure and the other two intermediate concentrations 0.063% and 0.25% are slightly higher than the 1% methanol concentration sample. It is very obvious that even with the lowest concentration of methanol (0.016%), the reaction starts at much lower pressure than pure ice. This result agrees well with the previous study of propane. The results are reported in Table 2.

In Stage II, the pressure stays nearly constant after the initial pressure drop of Stage I but the duration varies with the concentration of methanol. During this stage, the reaction rate is almost equal to the gas flow rate. According to the recent propane hydrate study, the surface of most ice particles is covered by hydrate shell but may still be able to have contact with gas molecules. In highest concentration 1% methanol sample, the Stage II pressure is only slightly higher than the vapor pressure of fluoromethane CHs which is about 0.080 MPa at 248K. Similarly, the two intermediate concentration (0.25% and 0.063%) methanol-doped samples have slightly higher Stage II pressure than the vapor pressure. At the lowest concentration (0.016%), the minimum pressure at Stage II remains steady for a while after it drops from 0.110 MPa to 0.090 MPa (Figure 6 (d)). It is interesting to note that the duration of Stage II in each run is quite different. The Stage II of the 1% sample only lasts 0.3 hours. In contrast, at the lowest concentration of 0.016% sample, the duration of Stage II is almost about 0.6 hours.

In Figure 6 (a), the pressure profile seems to have the trend that the lower the concentration is, the longer the Stage II lasts. In this study, the gas is set at much higher flow rate than the previous kinetic study of propane CH with methanol. The effect of gas flow rate on the growth kinetics of difluoromethane CH was that a fast flow rate usually results in a faster initial reaction rate in the Stage I regime and also stops the CH formation much sooner than a slower flow rate experiment. In this current work, the monotonic increase of initial pressure stops at 15 minutes and the Stage II of all samples generally lasts about 1.25 hours. These results are relatively
consistent with the results from the difluoromethane study. However, the pressure profiles indicate that the surface coverage seems to depend on the concentration of the methanol. The duration of Stage II in the highest concentration (1%) sample lasts about 20 minutes, which is almost half of the duration of Stage II kinetics in the 0.063% sample. The hypothesis made by Amtawong et al. that a fast flow rate forms more uniform ice coverage, which obstructs the further contact and reactions between gas molecules and ice particles still holds.

As the reaction proceeds further, the coverage of ice particles is sufficient to limit the exposure to the fluoromethane gas molecules. The slow diffusion of fluoromethane through the hydrate layer governs the reaction regime which leads to the pressure gradually approaching the final pressure of the reference run, which is indicative of Stage III kinetics. Since this slow diffusion-dominant Stage III cannot be recorded precisely by the current techniques, we stop the experiment before the full completion of Stage III. Again, the definition of the three reaction stages is empirical, in analogy with the shrinking core model.

Table 2. Data of the Growth Kinetics of Fluoromethane Clathrate Hydrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methanol Concentration (wt %)</th>
<th>Mass of Ice (g)</th>
<th>Initiation Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Maximum Uptake Rate (μmol/s)</th>
<th>% Conversion</th>
<th>Duration of State I and II (s/10^3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (pure ice)</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By applying the Peng-Robinson equation, the uptake rate of gas into fluoromethane clathrate hydrate at any instant can be derived and calculated from the formulas below:

$$PV = ZnRT \quad (1)$$

$$\frac{dn_m}{dt} = \frac{dn_{cell}}{dt} - \frac{dn_{clathrate}}{dt} \quad (2)$$

where $V$ is the volume of the reaction cell occupied by fluoromethane, $Z$ is the compressibility factor as a function of pressure and temperature, $P$ is the pressure of the gas inside the reaction cell which can be converted into the number of moles $n$. $R$ is the ideal gas constant, and $T$ is the average temperature. $\frac{dn_m}{dt}$ is the rate of change of the moles of propane calculated from the measured pressure change for an experimental run, $\frac{dn_{cell}}{dt}$ is the flow rate of the propane gas into the cell calculated from a reference run, and $\frac{dn_{clathrate}}{dt}$ is the uptake rate of propane into clathrate.

**Figure 6 (b)** is the uptake rate profile versus time. The maximum uptake rate is notably large in the pure ice sample. It is interesting that the lowest concentration sample (0.016%) has a similar uptake rate profile. A rapid drop occurs after reaching the peak of the uptake rate, followed by a flat shoulder regime lasting until $3 \times 10^3$ s. For the other samples, there is no "overshoot" on the uptake rate curves. A flat region immediately occurs after the initial monotonic increase. In the previous paper, we attributed the negative slope region of the uptake rate curves to Stage II of formation, and the positive slope region with the peak of uptake rate to Stage I. In this study, the data indicates that the lower concentration samples seem to gather higher fractions of fluoromethane molecules near the ice surface than the higher methanol concentration samples at the same reaction time. The initial rise of the maximum uptake rate is due to a fast formation of the hydrate layer from the encounter between gas and ice particles. In the flat shoulder regions, the reaction rate slows down due to the effect of gas adsorption to the
ice surface. After the initial fast creation of the hydrate layer, most of the ice particle surface is covered. The rate of gas molecules entering the ice surface is slightly higher than the number of the available reaction sites, which results in a gradual decrease in reaction rate subsequently. As more and more reaction sites are converted into hydrate, the reaction dramatically slows down regardless of the methanol doping during the onset of Stage III.

By integrating the uptake rate curve over time, the total amount of fluoromethane can be determined. The percent yield is then calculated by using the hydration number of 6.5 that was estimated by Anderson. The percent yield versus time curves are presented in Figure 6 (c). For the methanol doped samples, the percent yield is higher with decreased methanol concentrations. For example, the percent conversion for 0.016% is about 65% and that for 1% is about 57%. When the percent yield curves level off, Stage III of formation has reached: 1.6 x 10³ s for 1%, 1.9 x 10³ s for 0.25%, 2.6 x 10³ s for pure ice, 2.8 x 10³ s for 0.016%, and 2.9 x 10³ s for 0.063%.

The experiments were repeated to verify the reproducibility of the measurements. Figure 7 demonstrates three runs for the 1% methanol doped sample. For the pressure profiles, the initiation pressures of three runs are all ~0.09 MPa. The maximum uptake rate ranges from 7.4 to 7.7 μmol/sec and the percent yield ranges from 66% to 73%. The main variation observed may be the duration of Stage II in the pressure profile that is from 0.75x10³ s to 0.9x10³ s. This also reflects to the uptake rate profile that the flat shoulder regions of three runs are slightly different which affects the overall percent yield. Despite the simplicity of our experimental techniques, especially the production of ice particles and the size sorting, all three data sets are very similar and we conclude our results are well reproducible. Repeated experiments were also conducted for the other concentration samples and the results are quite satisfying.
In contrast to the previous methanol-doped propane experiment, we do not observe any evidence that an addition of small amounts of methanol accelerates the hydrate formation rate. Although doping with even less than one part per then thousand mole ratio concentration lowers the initiation pressure. All methanol-doped samples have lower initiation pressures than the pure ice sample and the 1% sample indeed has the lowest initiation pressure. However, despite the reduction in the initiation pressure, the maximum uptake rates are showing opposite results compared to the propane study. In the propane experiment, the highest maximum uptake rate was found in the 1% sample. All the other methanol-doped samples have much higher maximum uptake rates than the pure ice. In the current fluoromethane experiment, the pure ice sample has the highest maximum uptake rate compared to all the methanol doped samples. It seems that the lower concentration samples have higher maximum uptake rates. This indicates that the methanol does not catalyze fluoromethane hydrate formation. In fact, it seems to have a slight inhibitory effect. Furthermore, the duration of the Stage II reaction has an inverse dependence on the methanol doping concentration. The lowest doping concentrations (0.016% and 0.064%) have a slightly longer Stage II reaction time than pure ice. But for the highest methanol concentrations (1% and 0.25%), the duration of Stage II is significantly shorter than that of pure ice. We suspect that the slightly longer Stage II duration for the lowest methanol concentrations is due to the injection of defect structures, as theorized by the Trout-Buch mechanism.\textsuperscript{54–56} However, at the higher concentrations of methanol, the inhibitory effect of the methanol negates any advantages derived from the better diffusion of gas molecules through the ice due to the injection of defects. We postulate that as the reaction proceeds, the amount of methanol molecules in the interfacial region determines the surface hydrate layer formation. For the highest concentration sample (1%), the outer hydrate shell formation is accelerated by the large
population of methanol molecules. As the hydrate layer quickly builds up, the outer shell is thick enough that it can significantly hinder the entry of fluoromethane gas molecules into the ice particles. Consequently, the duration of Stage II is eventually shortened.
Figure 6:
(a) Pressure versus time profile of a reference run, a pure ice sample, and 4 experimental runs of methanol doped ice concentrations at 253K.
(b) Uptake rate versus time.
(c) Percent yield profile.
(d) A zoom-in view of initiation pressure.
Figure 7: Three experimental runs of 1 wt% methanol doping, confirming the reproducibility of the reaction. 
(a) Pressure versus time profile. (b) Uptake rate versus time. (c) Corresponding percent yield versus time.
3.3 Conclusion

This study is the second experiment investigating the catalytic effects of methanol on the series of CH formation. Our previous paper on propane hydrate formation concluded that the presence of a small amount of methanol in the interfacial region may accelerate the fluoromethane CH formation by facilitating the adsorption of propane gas to the ice surface.\textsuperscript{48} In the current work, we observe that while this might be true, it does not fully account for the catalytic effect. The initiation pressure for the fluoromethane hydrate formation does decrease with the increase of methanol concentration, indicating that methanol increases the chances of the gas interacting with the ice surface. However, this reduction in initiation pressure is not accompanied by an increase in the peak uptake rate. In fact, the peak uptake rate is decreased with increasing methanol concentration. We also observe that the duration of Stage II is dependent on the methanol doping concentration. The higher concentration samples tend to stall the reaction sooner and thus have shorter Stage II duration. Therefore, in our opinion, the catalytic activity of methanol is dependent on the nature of the guest gas itself. It should be noted that propane and methane are non-polar molecules, while fluoromethane is a polar molecule. The interaction of the gas molecules with the methanol and with the quasi-liquid layer (QLL) on the ice surface are different. The QLL has been shown to be essential in the formation of clathrate hydrates on the surface of ice.\textsuperscript{57,58} It is possible that methanol doping increases the QLL present on ice surface, and thereby facilitates the initiation of the reaction, leading to a decrease in the initiation pressure for all the gases. However, the more polar fluoromethane molecules might prefer to concentrate in the QLL and thereby participate mostly in the reaction on the ice surface. We postulate that, as the reaction proceeds further, the build-up of the outer shell in the high methanol concentration samples occurs faster and therefore is thicker than the lower methanol
samples. The surface of ice particles is more quickly and uniformly covered and consequently hinders the fluoromethane gas molecules from entering the inner layers of ice, even though the diffusion process itself might still be helped by defects.

3.4 Experimental Methods

The schematic of this experiment and the procedure used in the present work are similar to those used in the previous experiments on propane clathrate hydrate formation with methanol doped water. Ice particles were prepared by dripping the methanol + water solution with various concentrations into liquid nitrogen and ground into ice powder using a coffee grinder in a 253K freezer afterwards. Then the ice powder was size-sorted by a 75μm sieve under liquid nitrogen temperature. For each concentration, approximately 10g of size-selected ice particles were transferred into a 310mL reaction cell precooled with liquid nitrogen which was then quickly connected to the gas line. Meanwhile, the reaction cell was submerged into a chilled mixture of ethylene glycol and water bath at 248K controlled by the Neslab RTE 7 programmable refrigeration unit. The fluoromethane gas pressure was preset by a gas regulator to 0.41 MPa (60 Psi), so the gas pressure was lower than the vapor pressure of fluoromethane to avoid any liquid formation but high enough for the formation of fluoromethane CH. When the reaction cell reached the temperature of 248K, fluoromethane gas was admitted into the reaction cell, and the flow rate was controlled through a needle valve. Fluoromethane was purchased from Airgas with a stated purity greater than 99%.

The calibration step is also similar to the propane/methanol experiment in that a reference run was performed with 10 mL of fine sand in the sample cell in lieu of ice to calculate the gas flow rate into the reaction cell. The actual mass of ice particle consumed in each run was determined
by weighing the water left behind after the decomposition of the hydrate after each experiment
and this mass was used in the calculations for the data analysis process.
CHAPTER 4: Dynamic Study on Guest-Cage Interactions in Clathrate Hydrate

4.1 Introduction to NMR

An important quest of physical chemistry is to concisely understand the structure and chemical properties in the molecular level. In the field of clathrate hydrate, NMR has long been employed as a suitable tool to investigate their composition and formation kinetics. In this project, solid-state NMR will be used to explore the guest-host interactions in the hydrate system which can potentially expand the current understanding of the structure and dynamics of clathrate hydrates. Therefore, a brief introduction to NMR theory is presented here to aid in the understanding of the rest of the thesis.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy has been developed into a powerful tool with a vast range of applications from molecular structure determination to synthetic products characterization, chemical analysis, and dynamic study of physical and biological systems. The non-invasive and non-destructive nature of NMR is a very important advantage over other methods (such as neutron diffraction) for characterizing molecules. Thus, it is widely used to distinguish structures including relative configurations, and even closely related species that differ in intermolecular interactions.

In the early 1920s, the measurements of electron spin and the magnetic moment of the electron were widely established. Stern and Gerlach successfully separated beams of atoms by using an inhomogeneous magnetic field according to the orientation of the electron magnetic moment. Sooner, in 1939 a major improvement was made by Rabi et al. to deflect a beam of hydrogen molecules though a homogeneous magnetic field. The small but measureable deflection of the beam was caused by the energy absorbed by the molecules at a characteristic
radio frequency. This work was credited as the first observation of NMR and the method could be used to determine the magnetic moments of nuclei. In 1940s, a significant achievement was made by Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell independently.\textsuperscript{61,62} Bloch found that the nuclear magnetization could be rotated away from its equilibrium position by applying a certain RF frequency. The displaced magnetization would precess about the magnetic field and essentially induce an electrical signal which was detected by a perpendicular receiver coil.\textsuperscript{61} Almost at the same time, Purcell observed the small absorption of RF energy by the proton magnetic moments in a block of paraffin.\textsuperscript{62} Later, they were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize for physics in 1953 for this discovery. In the early days of NMR, design and construction of a sufficiently homogeneous and stable magnet to detect reasonably NMR signals by electronic circuits were the major tasks for scientists. Fortunately, after the first commercial NMR system was produced by Russell Varian, the development of stronger superconducting magnets and pulsed Fourier Transform (FT) NMR had rapidly led the NMR techniques toward its advanced modern era.\textsuperscript{63} With sufficiently high magnetic fields, researches could spread out the spectrum and distinguish chemical shifts in large molecules that might nearly be coincident at lower magnetic fields. In FT NMR, the spins of nuclei were first allowed to equilibrate with a static polarizing magnetic field $B_0$, and then an oscillating magnetic field $B_1$ using a radio frequency (RF) pulse brought the spins out of equilibrium. The time-dependent precession of the spins was detected and transformed by FT from the time domain to frequency domain. This revolutionized method did not only shorten the data acquisition time but also provide possibilities to exploit the fast processes of chemical reactions, multidimensional spectroscopy for biological samples, and time-dependent NMR phenomena.\textsuperscript{64}
Although most NMR experiments are performed in liquids in which narrow lineshapes achieved by averaging the anisotropic interactions from free tumbling, a wide range of additional interactions are still present in the solid phase. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy has been developed rapidly and is being used to quantitatively determine the molecular structure, conformation and dynamics of a variety of solid systems including liquid crystals, gels, proteins, and polymers. This chapter is intended to introduce the fundamental theory and concepts of NMR spectroscopy.65–67

4.1.1 Basic Theory of NMR

When nuclear spins are placed in an external magnetic field, they will align along the field and also generate small magnetic dipole. The magnitude of the spin-angular momentum $\hbar I$ is given by

$$\hbar |I| = \hbar |I\cdot I|^{1/2} = \hbar [I(I+1)]^{1/2}$$

where $I$ is the spin-angular quantum number. In order to be "NMR active", an element must have a non-zero spin-angular quantum number. For the nuclei with even mass number and even atomic number, the total spin quantum number, $I$ will be 0, which is NMR inactive. On the other hand, if nuclei have an odd mass number, the spin-angular quantum numbers will be half-integer, and nuclei with even mass number and odd atomic number have integer spin-angular momentum quantum numbers.

In Cartesian coordinates, the $z$ component of spin-angular momentum is written as,

$$\hbar I_z = m\hbar$$

where $m$ is the magnetic quantum number. For a given $I$, $m$ takes value from $+I$, $-I+1$, ..., $I-1$, $I$ with total $2I+1$ states.
In a non-zero spin-angular momentum, the magnetic moment ($\mu$) is expressed as,

$$\mu = \gamma \hbar I,$$

where $\gamma$ is a characteristic constant of the nucleus called the gyromagnetic ratio with the units of $(T \cdot s)^{-1}$.

When an external magnetic field is applied, the energy is given by,

$$E = -\mu \cdot B$$

where $B$ is the magnetic field vector. In conventional NMR, the external static magnetic field is along the $z$-axis of the laboratory coordinate system. Therefore, this equation can be reduced to the $z$-component only,

$$E = -\mu_z B_z = -\gamma \hbar I_z B_0$$

where $B_0$ is the strength of the applied external magnetic field. For a spin $I$ under the influence of a fixed magnetic field, the energy levels split into $(2I+1)$ sublevels and the energy difference between neighboring levels can be expressed as

$$\Delta E = \gamma \hbar B_0$$

**Figure 8.** The energy level splits into $(2I+1)$ levels under the influence of a magnetic field.
These $2I+1$ energy states are referred to as Zeeman states and the energy levels are displaced by a constant value, $\gamma \hbar B_0$, which generally can be expressed in terms of a characteristic frequency, the Larmor frequency. As Larmor frequency is directly proportional to the applied field, the Figure 9 shows, the larger the magnetic field, the higher resonance frequency.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9.** The energy difference between two adjacent levels depends on the strength of applied magnetic field $B_0$.

### 4.1.2 Solid-State NMR

Most conventional NMR experiments are conducted in liquid samples where molecules can randomly tumble around at a fast rate. Well-resolved and narrow lineshapes can be easily achieved due to the averaging of the anisotropic interactions. Unlike in the liquid phase, there is a wide range of additional interactions in the solid phase including chemical shift anisotropy, dipole-dipole coupling, and quadrupole couplings.

For a two-spin system $I$ and $S$ in solid phase, the dipolar coupling arises from an interaction between the magnetic moments of two different nuclear spins. In the presence of an external magnetic field $B_0$, the energy of the spin $I$ and $S$ under the influence of $B_0$ can be described as Zeeman energy,
\[ E_{\text{Zeeman}} = -\gamma \hbar B_0 m_{I/S} \]

where, \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio, \( B_0 \) is external magnetic field strength, and \( m_{I/S} \) is spin quantum number for I and S. In the \( B_0 \) field, each spin has a magnetic dipole associated with it. Furthermore, each spin experiences the field that is generated by the other, thus this interaction is called dipole-dipole coupling or dipolar coupling. The strength of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling is governed by the Hamiltonian,

\[ H_{IS} = -d(3\cos^2 \theta - 1)I_z S_z \]

where \( d \) is the dipolar coupling constant, which is inversely proportional to the cube of the internuclear distance \( r_{IS} \left( \frac{1}{r_{IS}^3} \right) \). The angle \( \theta \) is the orientation of the internuclear vector with respect to the external field \( B_0 \), and \( I_z \) and \( S_z \) are nuclear spin angular momentum operators of I and S in the z direction. From the equation above, one can tell that the dipolar coupling is a through-space interaction due to the internuclear \( r_{IS} \) dependence. It also depends on orientation because of the presence of \( (3\cos^2 \theta - 1) \) term in the Hamiltonian. This explains why there are no dipolar coupling interactions in liquid samples because the fast tumbling of molecules averages the \( (3\cos^2 \theta - 1) \) term to zero. In a powdered solid sample, the individual crystallites are oriented in all possible directions and the signal represented for all directions will appear at different resonance frequencies, which will lead to broad and overlapping spectral lineshapes.\(^{66,67}\)

Chemical shift anisotropy is another important interaction in the solid state. When an external magnetic field is applied to an atom, not only do the nuclear spins experience the field and have magnetic moment, but the electron cloud around the nuclear is also perturbed. The magnetic moment from surrounding electrons create induced circulating currents which also generate a small magnetic field \( B_e \) as

\[ B_e = -\sigma B_0 \]
where, $\sigma$ is the chemical shift tensor, which is expressed in the lab frame as

$$
\sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_{xx} & \sigma_{xy} & \sigma_{xz} \\
\sigma_{yx} & \sigma_{yy} & \sigma_{yz} \\
\sigma_{zx} & \sigma_{zy} & \sigma_{zz}
\end{pmatrix}
$$

and the Hamiltonian of the chemical shift is:

$$
H_{cs} = \gamma I^T \sigma B_0 = \gamma (I_x \sigma_{xz} + I_y \sigma_{yz} + I_z \sigma_{zz}) B_0
$$

The nucleus feels the induced field as a small perturbation to the external field, so only the local field contribution to the laboratory frame Hamiltonian is retained in the secular approximation. Therefore, the effective nuclear spin Hamiltonian is given by

$$
H_0 + H_{cs} = \omega_0 (1-\sigma_{zz}) I_z = \omega_0 I_z - \omega_0 \sigma_{zz} I_z
$$

The second term $\omega_{cs} = -\omega_0 \sigma_{zz}$ is also called chemical shielding. In NMR convention, the chemical shielding tensor is often defined relative to the isotropic shielding $\sigma_{iso}$, a simple average of the diagonal elements of the shielding tensor. Alternatively the chemical shift frequency can be expressed as:

$$
\omega_{cs} = \omega_0 \left[ \sigma_{iso} + \frac{1}{2} \Delta \sigma (3 \cos^2 \theta - 1 - \eta \sin^2 \theta \cos (2\phi)) \right]
$$

in which, $\sigma_{iso} = \frac{1}{3} (\sigma_{xx}^{PAS} + \sigma_{yy}^{PAS} + \sigma_{zz}^{PAS})$, anisotropy factor $\Delta \sigma = \sigma_{zz}^{PAS} - \sigma_{iso}$, and asymmetry parameter $\eta = \frac{1}{\Delta \sigma} (\sigma_{yy}^{PAS} - \sigma_{xx}^{PAS})$.

Since all molecular orientations are present in a powdered solid sample, all values of the angle $\theta$ are possible. Each different orientation with respect to the applied external field $B_0$ has a different chemical shift associated with it. Therefore, the spectrum will appear as a broad peak covering a range of frequencies due to the different molecular orientations, as a result all lines from the different orientations overlap and form a continuous lineshape. This is also referred to as the powder pattern, which is a rich source of information that can be used to quantitatively determine the molecular structure and dynamics. However, by maintaining all these anisotropic...
interactions, the static NMR spectrum appears as a very broad peak. The loss in resolution makes it difficult to study all but the simplest of molecules. Several techniques have been developed in solid-state NMR that can selectively switch on and off these anisotropic interactions in solid samples, thereby retaining the resolution inherent in liquid-state NMR, while still being able to access the structural and dynamical information available from solid-state NMR.

The most common technique to achieve high resolution solid-state NMR spectra with resolution comparable to liquid-state NMR is Magic Angle Spinning (MAS), which was first introduced by E.R. Andrew and I.J. Lowe in late 1950s. This technique involves rotating the sample about an axis oriented at $\theta = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{3}}\right) \approx 54.7^\circ$ with respect to the external magnetic field. Since the two major anisotropic interactions, the dipolar coupling and the chemical shift anisotropy, both contain the $(3\cos^2\theta - 1)$ term, the orientation dependences are averaged out when the sample is spun at $\theta = 54.7^\circ$.

4.1.3 Relaxation

After a sample is placed in a magnetic field $B_0$, the equilibrium state is established when a Boltzmann distribution of spins occurs between the energy levels. The processes by which the spins attain an equilibrium distribution of population are collectively called relaxation processes. In NMR, relaxation is actually due to the coupling of the spin system to the surroundings. Historically, the surroundings have been referred as the lattice because the early studies of NMR relaxation were in solids where the surroundings were genuinely a solid lattice. Classically the lattice is assumed to have an infinite heat capacity and consequently to be in thermal equilibrium at all times. The lattice weakly couples the spin system and also modifies the local magnetic fields at the nuclei of interest with random fluctuations, which drives the
relaxation process. Therefore, the total Hamiltonian of the system including the local fluctuating fields can be expressed as

$$H_{\text{Total}} = H_{\text{system}} + H_{\text{local}}(t)$$

where the time-dependent Hamiltonian of local field can be written as

$$H_{\text{local}}(t) = -\mu \cdot B_{\text{local}}$$

For the locally fluctuating field $B_{\text{local}}$, there are two components, longitudinal and transverse. The longitudinal components are responsible for adiabatic processes. When the fluctuating field is parallel to the static magnetic field $B_0$, it generates various fluctuations along the $B_0$ axis that also change the energies in the nuclear spin energy levels. As a result, it randomly varies the energy levels and eventually the phase coherence is destroyed. However, the populations of the states are not changed and no energy exchange occurs between the spin system and the lattice. Transverse components describe a non-adiabatic process of relaxation. Energy is exchanged between the spins and the lattice that brings the spin system into thermal equilibrium with the lattice populations of the stationary state return to the Boltzmann distribution. Moreover, the population of states subject to the condition that the fluctuations have associated frequencies which match the frequencies of transitions for the spins.\(^70\)

In the classical view of NMR, relaxation is the process by which the spins in the sample come to equilibrium with the surroundings. If an oscillating field $B_1$ perpendicular to the $B_0$ axis is applied to manipulate the spin system, two different mechanisms describe how spins return to the equilibrium state. $T_1$ and $T_2$ are two standard measurements in NMR which are also referred to as spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation and spin-spin or transverse relaxation respectively. Spin-lattice relaxation describes the return of the longitudinal magnetization to thermal equilibrium.
and the spin-spin relaxation describes the decay of the transverse magnetization to zero.\textsuperscript{66,67,70} These phenomena are characterized by the Bloch equations:\textsuperscript{61}

\[
\frac{dM_z(t)}{dt} = \gamma (M(t) \times B(t))_z - R_1 \left(M_z(t) - M_0\right) \\
= \gamma \left(M_x(t)B_z(t) - M_y(t)B_y(t)\right) - R_1 \left(M_z(t) - M_0\right),
\]

\[
\frac{dM_x(t)}{dt} = \gamma (M(t) \times B(t))_x - R_2 M_x(t) \\
= \gamma \left(M_x(t)B_z(t) - M_y(t)B_y(t)\right) - R_2 M_x(t),
\]

\[
\frac{dM_y(t)}{dt} = \gamma (M(t) \times B(t))_y - R_2 M_y(t) \\
= \gamma \left(M_x(t)B_z(t) - M_y(t)B_y(t)\right) - R_2 M_y(t).
\]

in which, \(M(t)\) is the nuclear magnetization vector with components of \(M_x(t)\), \(M_y(t)\), and \(M_z(t)\) and \(B(t)\) is the applied magnetic field including the static and RF fields. \(R_1\) and \(R_2\) are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation rates and they are the inverse of corresponding \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) relaxation times. The rate of relaxation is influenced by the physical properties of the sample, which determine how fast an experiment can be repeated. Therefore, it is important to understand how relaxation rates can be measured and the factors that influence their values.

The Bloch equations provide rich information about the effects from relaxation on NMR experiments which make it possible to experimentally measure these rate constants. For instance, the Free Induction Decay (FID) of the spins can be predicted as the sum of exponentially damped sinusoidal functions with \(R_1\) determining how long it requires for the spin system return to the equilibrium state and \(R_2\) determining the length of time that the FID can be observed.

The spin-lattice relaxation time \(T_1\) is usually measured by the inversion-recovery pulse sequence. The first 180° pulse inverts the equilibrium magnetization to the \(-z\) axis. Then a delay \(\tau\) is left for the magnetization to relax back. Following the delay \(\tau\), a 90° pulse is applied to rotate the magnetization onto the \(+y\) axis where the signal is detected. Note that this is in contrast to the
case for the simplest NMR experiment where the magnetization starts out along +z and it is rotated onto -y.

If the delay τ is set to be a very short time, the magnetization has not changed at the end of the delay. As τ gets longer, there is more time for more relaxation to take place. With sufficient time, the magnetization will shrink towards zero, which results in a negative peak in the spectrum but with decreased magnitude. Eventually the magnetization goes through zero and then starts to increase along +z. This gives a positive peak in the spectrum. Thus, by varying the delay τ, the recovery of the z-magnetization can be mapped out from the intensity of the observed spectra. The whole process is visualized in Figure 10.
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**Figure 10.** The pulse sequence of Inversion Recovery to measure T₁ relaxation.

The spin-spin relaxation T₂ is usually measured by Spin Echo or "Hahn Echo", which was discovered by Erwin Hahn in 1950. The outcome of the "Echo" is the offset has been refocused; at the end of the sequence it is just as if the offset had been zero and hence there had been no evolution of the magnetization. After the first 90° excitation pulse, all the spins start to dephase immediately in the transverse plane as some precess faster and some slower than the average during the delay τ. The following refocusing 180° pulse is applied to "flip" all the spins in the transverse plane. As the spin phases are reversed, the faster spins are where the slower ones used to be. Eventually the faster and slower spins rephase as the precession continues and
the time $\tau$ for rephasing is equal to the original dephasing time. The echo is formed. Then the $T_2$ can be determined from the exponential decay of the magnetization in transverse plane.

\[ \text{Figure 11. The pulse sequence of Spin-Echo to measure T}_2 \text{ relaxation.} \]

In theory, the spin-lattice relaxation can be treated by considering the rates of transitions of the spins between energy levels. For example, the rate constants for transition between the energy levels in the case of isotropic rotation can be expressed as:

\[
W_0 = \frac{\omega_D^2}{4} J (\omega_I - \omega_S) = \frac{\omega_D^2}{10} \frac{\tau_c}{1 + (\omega_I - \omega_S)^2 \tau_c^2},
\]

\[
W_I = \frac{3\omega_D^2}{8} J (\omega_I) = \frac{3\omega_D^2}{20} \frac{\tau_c}{1 + \omega_I^2 \tau_c^2},
\]

\[
W_S = \frac{3\omega_D^2}{8} J (\omega_S) = \frac{3\omega_D^2}{20} \frac{\tau_c}{1 + \omega_S^2 \tau_c^2},
\]

\[
W_2 = \frac{3\omega_D^2}{2} J (\omega_I + \omega_S) = \frac{3\omega_D^2}{5} \frac{\tau_c}{1 + (\omega_I + \omega_S)^2 \tau_c^2}.
\]

where, $W_0$ is the zero quantum ("flip-flop") transition rate in which both spins are flipped in opposite senses; $W_I$ and $W_S$ are the single quantum transition rates where an I spin and an S spin flip respectively; $W_2$ is the double quantum transition rate, in which both spins are flipped in the same sense ("flip-flip"). These transition rates can be introduced into the Solomon equations:
\[
\frac{d\Delta I_z(t)}{dt} = -(W_0 + 2W_z + W_2) \Delta I_z(t) - (W_2 - W_0) \Delta S_z(t),
\]
\[
\frac{d\Delta S_z(t)}{dt} = -(W_0 + 2W_z + W_2) \Delta S_z(t) - (W_2 - W_0) \Delta I_z(t)
\]

which implies that for a pair of interacting spins, the longitudinal relaxation of any one spin is not only dependent on the departure of its magnetization from equilibrium (auto-relaxation), but also on the departure of the magnetization from equilibrium of the other spin (cross-relaxation).\(^{70}\)

Spatial information obtained from a pair of coupled protons can be usually determined from the cross-relaxation and the Solomon equations are extremely useful for explication of this cross-relaxation phenomenon in structural determination process.

Though there is a complete discussion of solid-state NMR in the literature, the theory and concepts presented in this chapter were used for the experiments and will serve as a quick reference. The solid-state NMR experiments described in this project measure the temperature-dependent interactions of ice and the CH host-guest model. They can also potentially expand the current understanding of the structure and chemical dynamics of clathrate hydrates in the hydrogen bonded frame work.

### 4.2 Ice and Quasi Liquid Layer

Since all three common types of hydrate structures consist of about 85% water on a molecular basis, many of the hydrate mechanical properties resemble those of ice. Hexagonal ice (Ih) is the most common solid form of water, which is formed by tetrahedrally connecting four other water molecules through a hydrogen-bonding network. Thus, many properties of ice are similar to hydrates. The guest molecules are believed to have great impact on the dynamics of the hydrogen-bonding network. In the case of methane, it cannot dissolve in water at room temperature, but methane clathrate hydrates can be formed in very short time when methane is pressurized into the ice. This clearly shows that some interesting behaviors are associated with
conversion of hydrogen network from ice to clathrate hydrate. This dynamical information involving diffusion of guest molecules through ice and reordering of the ice framework to form hydrate structure is still unclear. Research has also indicated that formation of clathrate hydrate may be related to the premelt ice layer under the bulk melting point referred to as the quasi-liquid layer (QLL). The presence of QLL in ice may play an important role in assisting the guest molecules in diffusing into ice and eventually reshaping the hydrogen-bonding network. The non-invasive and non-destructive nature of NMR is a very important advantage for providing dynamical information in these systems. With this in mind, we endeavored to investigate the melting behaviors of QLL in polycrystalline ice by solid-state magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR techniques as the control experiments for the future clathrate hydrate samples. By understanding the dynamics of QLL in ice, we were hoping to understand more about the interactions between guest molecules and QLL on clathrate hydrate formation.

4.2.1 Experimental Methods

Unlike the conventional MAS experiments where powdered sample is usually packed into rotors directly, most clathrate hydrates have to be formed under extreme conditions. Therefore, maintaining the sample in the initial solid phase in the fast spinning experiment is a technical challenge. Laboratory capillary tubes are used as a secondary container in the rotor for the ice experiments. In order to make a sample, a homemade aluminum capillary holder is submerged in liquid nitrogen to keep it at low temperature. The length of capillary under the liquid nitrogen surface has been measured to have enough sample volume (Figure 12). The sealing process is usually done by two people; one needs to ensure the bottom portion of the capillary with the sample is kept in liquid nitrogen, while the other needs to rapidly seal the upper portion with flame, otherwise the precooled sample on the bottom will be warmed up and the clathrate sample
will decompose. This experimental apparatus and technique have been tested repeatedly by successful sealing different ice samples, which essentially provide sufficient experience for the preparation of clathrate hydrate samples.
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**Figure 12.** A picture of the aluminum capillary holder. The lower portion is trimmed down to let liquid nitrogen flow into the channel to cool down the sample.

For the NMR experiments, some hardware modifications are needed in order to meet the fast spinning and low temperature requirements for this study. In NMR, a radio frequency (RF) coil is the core part of the NMR probe. It creates the $B_1$ field, which rotates the net magnetization in a pulse sequence and also detects the transverse magnetization as it precesses in the X-Y plane. Because of the compact design of the NMR probe, the sample rotor needs to be inserted in the coil to receive the homogenous transmitted $B_1$ field. Misalignment of the RF coil may cause it to make contact with the rotor during fast spinning experiments, which causes the danger of crashing the rotor, damage and diminishing the quality of the spectra. A coil clamp was designed and installed by my co-worker Dr. Sengupta and me. This Teflon clamp is machined to be put in
a small stator with dimension of ~0.6” diameter and ~0.35” height. It takes up most of the extra space in the stator but leaves a little clearance to allow installation of the RF coil. The part is designed to reduce the space around the coil so as to reduce the misalignment of the coil when a sample is spun in the probe. **Figure 13** is the schematic of this design. Since Teflon has much lower heat capacities than air, taking up most of the empty space by Teflon also improves the efficiency of the cooling of the sample, which is essential for clathrate studies.

**Figure 13.** The top and side view of the Teflon coil clamp. The center semicircular space provides enough room for the RF coil to be installed. The square cut-off serves as a lock-key mechanism which allows a square insert (not shown) to lock and stabilize the coil leads.
The cooling system of our MAS probe is a heat-exchange dewar.\textsuperscript{72} It passes a stream of wall air into a spiral heat-exchange pipe in liquid nitrogen and sends the cooled air to the NMR probe via a well-insulated transfer line. This set-up can easily bring the system temperature down to -60ºC but did not allow us to access the desired intermediate temperature ranges with fine control. An air flow meter is installed in the air inlet which greatly increases the fine control of the temperature over the accessible range of temperature from -60ºC to room temperature with 2~3 ºC increments.

4.2.2 Results and Discussion

Surprisingly there are few recent solid-state NMR studies on polycrystalline ice. Some early relevant work was conducted including measurement of proton relaxation in hexagonal ice,\textsuperscript{73} identifying ice polymorphs by \textsuperscript{1}H and \textsuperscript{2}H NMR,\textsuperscript{74} studying the mechanism of proton transportation processes,\textsuperscript{75} and following the freezing behavior in mesoporous materials.\textsuperscript{76} Despite the obvious importance of the problems, research on ice is still important and needed as a control for understanding the behavior of clathrate hydrates and to investigate the differences between clathrates and ice.

We first started following the melting behavior of bulk ice by MAS NMR from -40 ºC to 25 ºC and we observed some questionable results. When the water is first frozen to -40 ºC, the spectrum was a broad signal because all the water molecules are trapped in the hydrogen-bonding network and randomly oriented in all possible directions. When the temperature is increased to -22 ºC, a signal at 3.5 ppm appears in the spectrum (Figure 14). This signal becomes more intense as temperature goes up to -7 ºC, which suggests that the signal is temperature dependent and is also associated with the melting process of the bulk ice. Another small peak starts appearing at -7 ºC. This signal appears at 5.2 ppm, which is the chemical shift
value as bulk liquid water just above the melting point. However, the peak at 5.2 ppm is only a tenth of the room temperature signal intensity of liquid water. A possible chemical exchange phenomenon is further observed at -4 °C where another signal shows up at 4.5 ppm. By comparing the intensities of the other two signals at -7 °C and -4 °C, the signal at 5.2 ppm is less intense at higher temperature while the 3.5 ppm remains about the same or increases slightly. We postulate that the 4.5 ppm signal might be due to a fast proton exchange between the interface of liquid water and the 3.5 ppm signal.

![Figure 14. Melting behavior of water as a function of temperature as studied by solid-state MAS NMR.](image)

To verify this result, we have performed some comparison experiments for validation purposes. Early static solid-state NMR measurements used diluted water with 99.5% D₂O to suppress the effect from radiation damping. We have performed a series MAS experiments with varying D₂O concentration at 12.5%, 70% (Figure 15), and 99.5%. The lineshape of the
spectrum is improved in a way with the decreased H₂O percentage due to lesser radiation damping effects, but more importantly all the signals discovered from the pure water sample are reproducible in 12.5% and 70% D₂O samples (99.5% D₂O signals does not show the 3.5 ppm and 4.5 ppm signals due to the low concentration of H₂O). We have also tested a rotor with blank capillary and a rotor containing only water (no capillary) with MAS NMR. The blank experiment shows that the background signal is extremely small and can be neglected. The results from water-only experiments are consistent with the original water and capillary sample that 3.5 ppm and 4.5 ppm signals all appear at similar temperature range, which eliminate the possibility of observing interactions between water and glass.
Figure 15. MAS spectra of 12.5% D$_2$O at -21 °C (top) and 70% D$_2$O at -4 °C (bottom) samples. The signals obtained here are consistent with signals observed in pure water (5.2, 4.5, & 3.5 ppm).
In order to further investigate the origin of the 3.5 ppm signal in water sample, T₁ relaxation experiments have been performed by using the inversion-recovery technique at different temperatures. Below the melting point, at -0.5 °C, the T₁ of 4.5 ppm and 5.2 ppm signals are in the order of a few seconds (Figure 16). However, the signal at 3.5 ppm is never inverted from the T₁ spectra and its intensity of 3.5 ppm is growing when delay time τ increases. If this phenomenon is real, it means the T₁ relaxation time of the species at 3.5 ppm is so short that the magnetization has almost relaxed back to its equilibrium state even at the shortest delay possible in our spectrometer. This questionable result encouraged us to reexamine the experiment and as we further investigated, this "fast dynamics" is due to the unbalanced cooling on the rotor.

In Figure 17, the sample is cooled by introducing cold air from the top of the stator. When the experiment starts, the drive air from bottom of the stator provides a levitating force to initiate the

![Figure 16. T₁ measurements on bulk ice at -0.5 °C.](image)
spinning. Through the whole experiment, the drive air is at room temperature which means a temperature gradient is created between the center and the ends of the rotor (Figure 18). Therefore, the bottom and the top portions of the ice sample always melt faster than the center when the sample is being warmed up. As a result, a sharp water signal starts showing up at different frequency as the portion of the melt sample is not at the center of the RF coil. In other words, we were misled by the unbalanced sample cooling to believe we were measuring a signal from the QLL in our experiments.

**Figure 17.** A schematic of cooling mechanism in the probe head.
4.3 Tetrahydrofuran and Cyclopentane Clathrate Hydrates

Clathrate hydrate is a unique combination of two different types of molecules: host molecules that establish the cage lattice framework and guest molecules that stabilized the lattice structure by incorporating themselves into the cages through the guest-host interactions. Typically, the guest-host interactions that stabilize the clathrate hydrate system are primary electrostatic and van de Waals forces. This is because the hydrogen bonding propensity of each water molecule in the lattice is satisfied by four neighboring water molecules. At low temperatures (below 200 K), the guest molecules are quite static and only interact weakly and nonspecifically with water molecules making up the cage. However, above 200 K, the water molecules in the lattice become more active, and hydrogen bonding between the host and guest may become more important. Nevertheless, some molecules like ethers are also capable of forming clathrate hydrates. Surprisingly, these polar guest clathrate hydrates can be formed at relatively low temperature and
at low pressure.\textsuperscript{78–81} This is usually because of the injection of Bjerrum defects to the structure by hydrogen-bond forming guests.

In order to understand the stability and dynamics of clathrate hydrates, the guest-host interactions were both experimentally and computationally investigated. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) has been an excellent model for clathrate hydrate studies due to its ease of formation and high stability under normal atmosphere. The dynamics of THF hydrate was studied by static proton NMR and the activation energy to the motion of THF guest was extracted from spin-lattice relaxation $T_1$ measurements.\textsuperscript{82} When the temperature is below 140 K, defect creation is energetically unfacorable and the activation energy is found to be 0.92 kcal/mole. As temperature increases above 200 K, the proton spin-lattice relaxation time is dominated by water reorientation motions with an activation energy of 7.2 kcal/mole. By comparing with the activation energy of ice-I$_h$ (13.2 kcal/mole),\textsuperscript{77} the relatively lower activation energy of water molecules in clathrate hydrate is probably due to the injections of Bjerrum defects by the guest molecules.\textsuperscript{83} In Bjerrum defects, disorder in the water lattice is thermally induced either by having two hydrogen atoms reside between two oxygen atoms (D-defect) or no hydrogen atoms residing between two oxygen atoms (L-defect).\textsuperscript{84} The low-temperature values for the activation energy of water and THF guest reorientation were also confirmed by deuterium and $^{17}$O NMR studies at temperatures below 200 K.\textsuperscript{85,86} The water molecule reorientation and diffusion are found to be coupled in the clathrate hydrate cage by $^2$H NMR in THF-D$_2$O clathrate hydrate.\textsuperscript{87} The activation energies are 12.3 kJ/mole and 24.6 kJ/mole for the two processes respectively. It is interesting to note that these values are still smaller than the activation energy of ice-I$_h$ found by Fujara \textit{et al.}, which are 20 kJ/mole and 50 kJ/mole respectively.\textsuperscript{75} The observation suggests
the injections of Bjerrum L-defects on the water cages may reduce the activation energy to the water reorientation motion.

Lineshape analysis from solid echo $^2$H experiments were also reported by Zeidler et al. in the same paper but the technique becomes insensitive as temperature reaches 243 K. Nevertheless, Koh and co-workers manage to identify two populations of dynamically different water molecules by using similar $^2$H NMR techniques on THF·D$_2$O. These two types of water molecules are related to two of the three crystallographically distinct water molecules in the CS-II structure unit cell. The values of activation energy of these two water molecules are close to each other (~ 29 kJ/mole) and they agree well with previous values reported by $^2$H NMR. Again, the lineshape analysis becomes insensitive when temperatures are much above 243 K. In addition, the dynamics of deuterated THF clathrate hydrate (TDF·H$_2$O) was also investigated by $^2$H NMR. From the lineshape analysis, there is a significant line width decrease of the guest near 190 K, which is the temperature at which the host water molecules enter intermediate motional regime. They also conclude that the reorientation of the guest molecule is anisotropic which may be due to deviation of the cage structure from ideal spherical geometry on the timescale of the motion of the guest.

Other clathrate hydrates were also investigated by Zeidler and co-workers including THF and CP clathrate hydrates over a temperature range from 20 K to 263 K. In their report, a discrepancy in the Arrhenius behaviors of reorientation dynamics is significant at temperatures above 200 K. Therefore, the data over this temperature range is not included in the analysis. This may be attributed to the labile water molecules at higher temperatures affect the guest-host interactions. A similar $^2$H stimulated echo experiment performed by Nelson and co-workers shows that the correlation time of cage water molecules in CP clathrate is very similar to ice-I$_h$. 
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below 200 K with the same temperature dependence.\textsuperscript{90} It indicates that the reduced lattice water reorientation barrier is more likely due to the guest-host interactions in THF and other cyclic ether clathrate hydrates.

So far, from the literature, the guest-host interactions at temperature ranges above 200 K are still not well characterized. The activation energy values for the guest orientation determined below 200 K are typically only around 1 kcal/mole, which do not appear to support hydrogen bond formation between the guest and host molecules. However, there are strong indications that polar guests are responsible for hydrogen bond formation and can also greatly change the cage water dynamics. In recent studies, hydrophilic guests play an important role in hydrogen bond formation. Buch and co-workers have shown that the clathrate can be formed at much lower temperatures and pressures by hydrogen bond forming guests.\textsuperscript{55} Molecular dynamics simulations demonstrate that the small ether guests including THF and THP can form hydrogen bonds with cage water molecules at suitable temperatures as well.\textsuperscript{91}

In solid state NMR, especially in Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) experiments, information regarding formation kinetics, decomposition, structural details, and inter-cage dynamics of some hydrocarbon guests can be obtained from \textsuperscript{13}C solid-state NMR.\textsuperscript{23,92-100} In this project, we demonstrate the first \textsuperscript{1}H MAS NMR measurements of the correlation times and activation energies for the motion of tetrahydrofuran (C\textsubscript{4}H\textsubscript{8}O; THF) and cyclopentane (C\textsubscript{5}H\textsubscript{10}; CP) guests in clathrate hydrates at temperatures above 200K. Both THF and CP form CS-II clathrate structure with occupancy restricted to the large 5\textsuperscript{12}6\textsuperscript{4} cages. They are both five-membered rings of similar molecular weight, however THF has an oxygen atom with the capability of hydrogen bond formation. Therefore, the direct comparison between THF and CP clathrate hydrates will be interesting to demonstrate the possibility of host-guest hydrogen bonding. Our results show that
strong hydrogen bonding interactions are present between THF and the cage when there is significant dynamics in the host water lattice above 200 K.

4.4 Experimental Methods

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) clathrate hydrate was made by mixing 99.8% D$_2$O (Cambridge Isotope Laboratory,) and THF (EMD Chemical Inc.) in a stoichiometric ratio 1:17.$^{101}$ Study has shown the presence of dissolved oxygen in THF clathrate hydrate increases the proton relaxation rates and also reduce the temperature dependence of the relaxation rates. Therefore, D$_2$O was degassed by passing N$_2$ flow for two days before mixing with THF. Then the mixture of D$_2$O and THF was quickly dipped into liquid nitrogen to initiate the enclathration and kept in a -40 °C freezer for at least 48 hours. Cyclopentane (CP) is immiscible in water. Thus, the formation method of CP clathrate hydrate is slightly different from THF hydrate. CP (analytical standard, Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with the degassed 99.8% D$_2$O (Cambridge Isotope) solution in 1:17 ratio. The mixture of CP and D$_2$O was first emulsified by ultrasonicating with Sonic Dismembrator (Fisher Scientific Model 100) at high power$^{102}$, inside a home-built glove-bag maintained under a nitrogen atmosphere to eliminate any air during the emulsification process. Then the emulsion was frozen by liquid nitrogen to initiate the enclathration and kept at 4 °C for at least 48 hours. In order to verify the formation of the clathrates, both THF hydrate and CP hydrate samples melting points were checked. The melting point of THF∙D$_2$O was found to be 8 °C. For comparison, the melting point of a THF∙H$_2$O hydrate sample prepared in a similar manner using deionized water, was found to have a melting point of 4 °C, consistent with the reported value of 4.4 °C.$^{13}$ For CP∙D$_2$O sample, it was found to have two distinct melting points at 8 °C and 12 °C. For comparison, a CP∙H$_2$O hydrate sample, prepared as above using deionized water, had a melting point of 8 °C, which agrees well with the literature value of 7.7 °C.$^{101}$ This
indicates that the CP·D₂O sample has some CP·H₂O present as impurity. In order to prevent the samples from melting and decomposing, both clathrates were carefully ground into powder and packed into 3.2 mm zirconia rotors (Revolution NMR) at -40 °C.

NMR experiments were conducted in an 11.7 T (500 MHz proton Larmor frequency), wide-bore Oxford superconducting magnet using a Chemagnetics CMX Infinity console. For this specific sample, it was necessary to perform rapid MAS at low temperatures. Thus, a modified commercial probe from Chemagnetics was used for all experiments. The temperature was controlled using a Millrock Technologies gas chiller. The temperature was monitored using an OpSens fiber optic sensor, and the temperature was calibrated using KBr. An inversion recovery sequence followed by a Hahn echo was used to measure the T₁ in the spinning samples. For the static THF·D₂O hydrate sample, the T₁ was measured using an inversion recovery sequence, followed by a solid echo.

4.5 Results and Interpretation

Due to the physical properties of clathrate hydrates as solid substances, solid-state NMR is the suitable tool for this project to make measurements of the interactions between guest and host molecules. Hopefully the results can potentially expand the current understanding of the dynamics of clathrate hydrates in the hydrogen-bonded framework. MAS NMR has the great advantage to transform the broad signals in solid samples to high resolution liquid-like spectra. Figure 19 is the comparison between MAS NMR and static NMR and the advantages of using MAS are clearly seen. In the spectrum, the red broad curve is a static ¹H NMR spectrum of the THF·D₂O clathrate. The blue curve is a liquid state ¹H spectrum of a 1:17 mixture THF and 99.8% D₂O at room temperature. The small peak at about 4.8 ppm is the signal from the residual water, and the peaks at 3.52 ppm and 1.78 ppm are from the THF. In this case, the two signals
from THF molecules do not appear in the static NMR measurement but are resolved by MAS with narrower line width and better signal to noise ratio in the green spectrum.

**Figure 19.** Comparison of liquid state 1H spectrum of 1:17 mixture of THF:99.8% D2O (blue) before hydrate formation, static NMR spectrum of THF-D2O hydrate (red), and MAS spectrum (green). The temperatures at which spectra were recorded are shown on the right. The hydrate spectra have been enlarged by a factor of 16 for better visualization. The small peak at 4.8 ppm in the liquid spectrum is from residual water protons. The inset shows the THF molecule.115 Reprinted with permission from reference 115. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society

**4.5.1 Spin-lattice Relaxation Rate**

Spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) was measured by inversion recovery experiments at various temperatures. **Figure 20** shows the inversion recovery spectra obtained at 228K. The details of the pulse sequence has been discussed in previous section.
The two distinct peaks in the THF clathrate resolved by MAS were deconvoluted and fitted individually to the equation:

\[
I(t) = A\left[1 - \left(1 - \text{eff} \ast \left(1 - \exp(-CT/T_1)\right)\right)\exp\left(-t/T_1\right)\right] \tag{1}
\]

where, \(I(t)\) is the intensity of the peak at a mixing time of \(t\), eff is the efficiency of inversion, and CT is the cycle time.\(^{104,105}\)

Assuming isotropic rotational motion, the spin-lattice relaxation rate, \(R_1 (=1/T_1)\), can be expressed in terms of spectral density functions \(J(\omega)\) as:

\[
R_1 = s^2 K_{is} \left[ J(\omega_0) + 4J(2\omega_0) \right] \tag{2}
\]

\(\text{Figure 20.}\) Inversion recovery spectra for THF:99.8\% D\(_2\)O hydrate obtained at 228 K. The mixing times are indicated on the right of the spectra. As can be seen from the spectra, the two peaks have similar \(T_1\) relaxation times.\(^{115}\) Reprinted with permission from reference 115. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.
where $\omega_0$ is the Larmor frequency, $s^2$ is the generalized order parameter, and
\[ J(\omega) = 2\tau_c \left\{ \frac{\omega^2}{2} \right\} \left[ 1 + \frac{\omega^2}{2} \tau_c^2 \right] \],
where $\tau_c$ is the correlation time for the motion. The generalized order parameter ($s^2$) is included to account for fast internal motions which change the experimental dipolar coupling from the theoretically calculated one. The $s^2$ values are also influenced by the space available for the rotating molecules. Fast librational motions dominate if $s$ values are small which indicates the restriction of the guest molecule mobility in the cage.\(^{89}\)

The factor $K_{6_j}$ is given by:
\[ K_{6_j} = \frac{3}{4} \frac{\hbar^2}{r} \gamma_H^n \left( \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \right)^2 \left\langle \frac{1}{r^6} \right\rangle \]  \quad (3)
where $\gamma_H$ is the gyromagnetic ratio for protons, $\mu_0$ is the permeability of vacuum, $\hbar$ is Planck’s constant divided by $2\pi$, and $\left\langle 1/r^6 \right\rangle$ is the average of the sixth power of the pairwise internuclear distances between all the relaxing partners normalized to the total number $N$ of relaxing nuclei:
\[ \left\langle \frac{1}{r^6} \right\rangle = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i}^{N} \sum_{j \neq i}^{N} \frac{1}{r_{ij}^6}. \] \quad (4)

For THF, because the two chemically distinct sets of protons are also resolved in chemical shift in our experiments, one needs to evaluate eq. 4 only over the protons that have the same chemical shift. Thus for the peaks at 1.78 ppm and 3.52 ppm we get $K_{6_j}$ values of $2.10 \times 10^{10}$ Hz$^2$ and $1.74 \times 10^{10}$ Hz$^2$ respectively.

4.5.2 Correlation Time and Activation Energy

The correlation time describes how long it takes for a molecule to rotate one radian and it also has an Arrhenius temperature dependence:
\[ \tau_c = \tau_0 \exp \left( \frac{E_A}{RT} \right) \]  \quad (5)
where $\tau_0$ is the correlation time at infinite temperature, and $E_A$ is the activation barrier to the motion. By combing it with equation (2), the relaxation rate $R_1$ can be fitted with respect to different temperatures and the activation energy $E_A$ will be extracted accordingly. Experimental data was acquired by MAS NMR followed by an echo sequence to eliminate the residual water signal from the clathrate sample. Figure 21 demonstrates the spin-lattice relaxation rate $R_1$ with fitting. The correlation time ($\tau_0$) at infinite temperature for signal at 1.78 ppm and 3.52 ppm are found to be $8.6 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-14}$ s and $12.0 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-14}$ s respectively. Thus, the activation energy $E_A$ is extracted to be $4.7 \pm 0.1$ kcal/mole. Moreover, the generalized order parameters ($s^2$) are obtained from the fitting and they are 0.05 and 0.04 for the signal at 1.78 ppm and 3.54 ppm. Compared to literature values, these order parameters are significantly smaller and the guest molecules may be severely restricted in the $5^{12}\times 6^4$ cages of the hydrate at this range of temperature. In addition, $T_1$ measurements of static THF·D$_2$O hydrate (Figure 20) were conducted by using inversion recovery sequence with a solid echo for better refocusing. As expected, two THF protons signals are not resolved in the static sample in the $T_1$ measurements and the temperature dependence of spin-lattice relaxation is much less profound in the range that we are interested.
Figure 21. Relaxation rate as a function of temperature for the two peaks in the spectrum of THF clathrate. The experimental data is shown with dots, and the fit to the equations are shown with lines. The data point at 277 K has a larger error bar because it is very close to the melting point of THF hydrate and the sample was partially melted. The fits give a value of 4.7 ± 0.1 kcal/mole (19.7 ± 0.4 kJ/mole) for the activation energy, and correlation times ($\tau_0$) of 8.6 ± 0.4 × $10^{-14}$ s and 12.0 ± 0.7 × $10^{-14}$ s for the peaks at 1.78 ppm and 3.52 ppm respectively. Reprinted with permission from reference 115. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.
For the other hydrate sample cyclopentane (CP), $T_1$ values were measured on the order of milliseconds. Compare to THF hydrate, where the $T_1$ is on the order of seconds, the $T_1$ of CP is much shorter. This is due to the different molecular structure of CP, where each proton on the ring is relaxed by nine other identical protons rather than by three distinct protons in THF (Figure 22). Thus, the chemical shifts of all guest protons are the same. $K_{IS}$ is calculated to be $2.76 \times 10^{10}$ Hz$^2$ from equation (3).

In Figure 23, the spin-lattice relaxation rate of CP hydrate is shown with a fitted line. The activation energy is extracted from the fitted line to be $0.67 \pm 0.14$ kcal/mole (2.80 ± 0.59 kJ/mole). In previous static NMR studies, Jacob et al. and Nelson et al. reported the activation energy of CP guest molecules in the large cage are $\sim 2.6$ kJ/mole and 2.4±0.3 kJ/mole respectively. The values are close enough to what we report here. However, the trapped oxygen molecules in clathrate hydrate samples were reported to have great impacts on shortening
the spin-lattice relaxation and reducing the temperature dependence.\textsuperscript{106} Therefore, extra efforts were taken to remove oxygen by using a homebuilt glove bag with continuous nitrogen flow while making D\textsubscript{2}O and CP emulsion. By doing this, the effect from oxygen is believed to be diminished. Since the relaxation rate of CP hydrate does not go through an inversion, correlation times and order parameters are unable to be estimated at this temperature range.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 23.** Spin-lattice relaxation rate for cyclopentane hydrate as a function of temperature. The fit to the data gives an activation barrier of 0.67 ± 0.14 kcal/mole (2.8 ± 0.59 kJ/mole).\textsuperscript{115} Reprinted with permission from reference 115. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society

**Table 3** shows literature results of the activation energy to guest motion in THF and CP. For CP hydrate, the activation energy obtained above 200K (this work) shows no significant difference from the data determined at low temperature ranges.\textsuperscript{90} However, the activation energy to the motion of the polar THF guest molecule, in the temperature we studied (above 200K), it appears to be almost five times greater than other obtained at low temperature ranges.\textsuperscript{82,86} The
difference in activation energy between non-polar and polar guest motion clearly shows some underlying insights of hydrate dynamics and guest-host interactions which will be addressed in greater details in the next section.

Table 3. Activation Barriers to Guest Motion in THF and CP Hydrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>E_A (kJ/mole)</th>
<th>Temperature^a (K)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THF·17H_2O</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>25 – 200</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF-d_8·17H_2O</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>15 – 200</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF·17D_2O</td>
<td>4.14^b</td>
<td>14 – 135</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF-d_8·17H_2O</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>143 – 213</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF-d_8·17H_2O</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>50 – 100</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THF·17D_2O</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>228 – 277</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP·17H_2O</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP·17H_2O</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>20 – 200</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-d_6·17H_2O</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>25 – 125</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP·17D_2O</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>20 – 200</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP·17D_2O</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>202 – 261</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Temperature range over which guest motion was analyzed.

^b From 4 – 15 K, THF molecules behave as coupled ensemble of quantum mechanical hindered oscillators with the coupling energy between two molecules being ~ 0.39 kJ/mole. Reprinted with permission from reference 115. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society
4.5.3 Discussion

The experimental data for the spin-lattice relaxation rate has shown that the guest reorientational correlation times have a stronger temperature dependence for THF hydrate than CP hydrate in the temperature range we studied. Also, the activation energy to guest motion in THF hydrate is almost five times greater than those determined in low temperature ranges but it agrees well with low temperatures experiments in CP hydrate. The most obvious distinction between these two samples is the molecular structure: THF has a strong dipole moment but CP has none. Therefore, the ability to form hydrogen bonds with the water cage network may play an important role for these interesting phenomena above 200 K.

This experiment is also believed to be the first time to apply $^1$H MAS NMR on clathrate hydrate system. Therefore, the nature of interactions that dominates the relaxation process is quite different from the previous static NMR studies. For example, the Hamiltonians of dipolar couplings and chemical shift anisotropy are truncated under the MAS conditions. They usually do not directly affect high-field MAS NMR spectra but have contributions to the spin relaxation process. In the case of static NMR, the spectral overlap among the guest protons and between host and guest protons substantially contribute to the relaxation rate as well. The MAS spinning speed dependence of spin-lattice relaxation rates has also been investigated before for $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N nuclei.\textsuperscript{110} One of the key issues is to avoid the spectral overlap with spinning side bands from other spins. For proton NMR, especially for this study on THF and CP hydrates, this requirement is met at modest spinning speeds. At 500 MHz the $T_1$ for the cage water molecule are very long and the reorientation of the water molecules at this temperature are in the slow motion regime. More importantly, the residual water signal from cage was removed by $T_2$ filter before the acquisition since this study emphasizes on the motion of the guest molecules above 200 K only.
From Arrhenius relationship, the correlation time $\tau$ of the guest motion in THF clathrate at 240 K is calculated to be $\sim$2.2 nanoseconds. The generalized order parameter ($s^2$) is only about 0.04 which strongly suggests the reorientation of the guest molecule is strictly limited by the $5^{12}6^4$ cage. This may be due to the hydrogen bonds between the polar THF guest molecule and D$_2$O cage only allows the guest molecule to rotate about the hydrogen bond axis.

In the clathrate hydrate cage network, the hydrogen bonding requirements of the cage water molecules are completely fulfilled, so the cage structures can remain stable above the melting point of the ice structure. The density function calculation also demonstrates that the inside of the clathrates cages have a relatively uniform and low electrostatic potential. This clearly indicates that the placement of polar guest molecules inside the cages may not induce any potential differences to hinder the guest motions. Therefore, the mechanisms of oxygen atom from polar molecules to form hydrogen bonds with cage protons was still an open question. However, it is important to note that water molecules in hydrate are relatively mobile in the temperature range we studied. Normally, a stable hexagonal ice (I$_h$) structure is constructed by having one proton between two oxygen atoms. There must be some disorders in ice structure that disrupt the hydrogen bond requirements. We proposed that the Bjerrum L-defects created by the reorientations of water molecules in the cage help THF participate in hydrogen bond formation.

From molecular dynamic simulations, Alavi et al. also show that the small ether guest molecules like THF and tetrahydropyran (THP) can form guest-host hydrogen bonds with the water hydrogen atoms in the cage due to the formation of Bjerrum L-defects. The probability of forming hydrogen bonds between the guest oxygen and host hydrogen atoms is relatively small in THF clathrate and it is directly proportional to the temperature. Thus, it indicates the formation process of guest-host hydrogen bond is thermally activated. The formation enthalpy is
calculated to be around 8.3 kJ/mole. They also concluded the guest molecules must meet three requirements to form guest-host hydrogen bonds. The guest must have an electronegative atom, have a large enough molecular volume to be close to the cage water molecule, and the large dipole moment oriented towards the electronegative atom. Another computational work from Buch et al., shows two defects, namely vacancy effects and interstitial defects, play major roles in hydrogen bond formation. In a vacancy defect, a water molecule is removed from the host lattice which eliminates four hydrogen bonds between water molecules. Then, the dangling-H and dangling-O atoms may strongly interact with guests to be stabilized. In interstitial defects, an additional water molecule is inserted in the host lattice to create two or three more H-bond accepter sites which may be further stabilized by hydrogen-bond forming guests. All these defect stabilization may be the underlying reason why enclathration occurs at lower temperatures and pressures for hydrogen bonding guests like small ethers and H$_2$S compared to non-hydrogen bonding guests. Also, in the temperature range from 210-250 K, the activation energy to water diffusion is calculated to be 4.3-5.1 kcal/mol by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. In the presence of hydrogen bond forming guests, the free energy barrier to defect formation was lowered by about half even though they believe their simulations are qualitative in nature.

Another DFT study was carried out by Cwiklik et al. to investigate guest-host hydrogen bond in ether clathrate hydrate. Instead of using the $5^{12}6^4$ large cage in CS-II hydrates, an isolated $5^{12}6^2$ large cage of CS-I hydrate was chosen for their simulation. It should be also noted that they have a different observation from Alavi’s work in that the water-water hydrogen bond was reformed and all initial L-defects were removed during their optimization process except for THP. They pointed out the steric factors are important as ethylene oxide has stronger guest-host hydrogen bonding than dimethyl ether. They also showed, in most cases, the guest molecules can
form weak hydrogen bonds with host water molecules but water molecule still maintains a weak hydrogen bond with the neighboring water molecules. A recent study from Alavi et al. observed the guest-host hydrogen bonding in tert-butylamine (tBA) with helper gas H₂S and Xe in CS-II hydrates and pinacolone + H₂S structure-H double-hydrate using X-ray diffraction. An X-ray Raman scattering (XRS) study on the formation of THF hydrate was conducted by Conrad et al. The observation on the spectra changes in different temperatures indicating the formation of guest-host hydrogen bonding.

In this work, the temperature range is limited to above 200 K, so the exact nature of guest-host interactions at low temperatures can only be speculated upon. Compared to interpretations in the literature, our view is quite similar to Cwiklik's that the presence of hydrogen-bonding guests alone is not sufficient enough to generate Bjerrum L-defects and the dynamics of host lattice also plays an important role for strong hydrogen bond formation. It is important to note that the activation energy for hydrogen-bonding guest reorientation is only marginally higher than non-polar guests; this probably indicates only weak hydrogen bonding interactions occur at temperatures below 200 K. This then opens up the question as to why the host reorientation barriers in clathrate hydrates of H-bonding guests is substantially lower than that of ice-Iₕ while the barriers for non-polar guests (such as CP) are comparable to ice. In our opinion, the lower reorientation barrier of ether guest molecules at low temperatures in not due to the formation of Bjerrum defects by the guest, but rather due to the stabilization of vacancy defects, and interstitial defects, as described by Buch et al., through weak H-bonding interactions as seen by Cwiklick et al.

4.6 Conclusion
The guest dynamics of THF and CP clathrate hydrates have been studied by solid-state MAS NMR in the temperature range of 200 - 275 K. In the large $5^{12}6^4$ cages of the CS-II structure, the reorientation barrier for THF clathrate hydrate is about 4.7 kcal/mole (19.7 kJ/mole), which is much higher than that for CP or previous literature values of THF at lower temperatures. This is because the lattice water is labile above 200 K and are thus available to form strong hydrogen bonds with THF. The generalized order parameter $s^2$ of the THF clathrate hydrate is about 0.04, which strongly indicates the guest motion is strictly limited by the cage. The results are consistent with the work reported by Devlin et al. that the hydrogen bonds formed by ethers or methanol plays an important role in guest-host dynamics at higher temperatures. In contrast, the activation energy to the reorientation of CP is independent of temperature range we studied. This agrees well with the hypothesis that the interaction between the guest and host is dominated by the van der Waal's interactions for non-polar molecules. So far, the dynamics of guest and the strength of the guest-host hydrogen bonding had not previously been quantitatively measured at these temperatures. Therefore, it is crucial to know these parameters to further understand the stability of clathrate hydrates. A thorough study of the energetics and dynamics of the guest-host interactions, especially at temperatures near their melting point, will greatly help in better characterizing these systems.
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